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FOREWORD
The effort to create educational opportunities for all our students and to
prepare them for the challenges that await them in the coming century
requires the best from all of us. One way schools, businesses, universities, and social and cultural organizations are working to meet this challenge is by creating partnerships among themselves. When I was governor of South Carolina, we employed a statewide partnership to reform the
hundreds of schools in the state. Positive and quick results emerged. As
Secretary of Education, I visit communities, schools, colleges, and
businesses throughout America. Those attacking the problems together-in a colaorative approachtend to be more successful. We believe this
Guide to Developing Educational Partnerships will be of considerable
assistance to local communities seeking to create their educational
partnerships.
The guidebook provides practical information that is drawn from the
experience of 30 different partnerships. Some focused on the transition
students must make from school to work. Others concentrated on improving schools' curriculum and instruction. Still others built on local
systemic reform initiatives. Because their objectives varied, so did their
choice of partners. Overall3hey included both large and small businesses,
museums and other cultural organizations, social service agencies, and
institutions of higher education. Each partnership experienced the pleasures and pains of developing new relationships. And some clearly
accomplished more than others. Together, they constitute a valuable set
of experiences that car enrich the work of others.
What makes this handbook particularly useful is the fact that it builds
on research and evaluation data. That is, when the guidebook says an
approach works, the reader can be confident that the assertion is backed
by research evidence.
The Guide to Developing Educational Partnerships is being made
available to help communiti:s throughout the United States bring together
different types of organizations to ensure that children and youth are wellprepared for the exciting future awaiting them.

Richard W. Riley
U.S. Secretary of Education
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PREFACE
In less than a decade, educational partnerships to improve elementary
and secondary education have become fixtures in thousands of school
districts. Educational partnerships connect schools to community and
sociai service agencies, cultural institutions, businesses, industry, and
institutions of higher education to pursue joint activities.

For the most part, indMduals in schools, businesses, or other agencies begin to develop partnerships through trial and error. As a result,
although many efforts have been productive, others have led to frustration. Enough is now known about what makes partnerships get off to a
good start. This information will help anyone who wishes to start a
partnership and avoid as many frustrations as possible.
In 1989, the Office of Educational Research and Improvement (OERI)
of the U.S. Department of Education joined efforts to encourage educational partnerships. OERI provided funding for partnerships with public
elementary and secondary schools that have a variety of educational
improvement goals. OER1 also funded the Southwest Regional Laboratory (SWRL) and the Institute for Educational Leadership (IEL) to document and evaluate the funded partnerships. Our goal is to determine the
impacts of the funded partnerships, both on educational organizations
and the community, and to find the processes and structures associated
with positive impacts. After studying the Educational Partnerships
Program, we have some insights into actions that can give partnership
developers a good start in their work.

The educational partnerships we studied included some sponsored by
school districts, some by institutions of higher education, some by notfor-profit agencies, and some by business-dominated consortia. They
addressed a variety of concerns, including curriculum reform, school-towork transition, coordinated social services, and systemic change. In
short, the OERI-funded educational partnerships are much like other
partnerships that exist throughout the nation.

We have come to a major conclusioi.: There is no single way to
ensure successful partnership development. However, at every point,
successful partnerships exhibit open information sharingthey discuss
where they are and where they want to go. These discussions help clarify
and sometimes change roles and activities.
This guide is for partnership developers, particularly those who won't
receive federal funds. It gives advice to potential partners, whether they
come from schools or other organizations. Following our data collection
and analysis, the research team met to consider the implications of our
findings for others who wish to develop partnerships. The result is rooted
in the evaluation and is organized around major issues confronting
partnership developers. Our advice is accompanied by examples from the
partnerships funded by OERI. A directory of the partnership projects is
included in the guide.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Educational partnerships connect schools to community and social service
agencies, cultural institutions, businesses, industry, and institutions of
higher education to pursue joint activities that benefit schools and communities. For the most part, individuals in schools, businesses, or other
agencies begin to develop partnerships through trial and error. As a result,
although many efforts have been productive, others have led to frustration.
Enough is now known about what makes partnerships get off to a good
start. The information in this guide will help anyone who wishes to start a
partnership avoid as many frustrations as possible.

Partnerships should be developed if there is a shared concern
about a real problem that can best be addressed by organizations
from different sectors working together.

Beginning a successful partnership requires communication
among potential participants about
the nature of the concerns that led to the idea of developing a
partnership;

whether a partnership is a good way to address those concerns;
the organization of the partnership;
the specific roles and responsibilities of partners; and
the content and focus of partnership activities.

Once a partnership is formed, others are told about the plans.

In successful partnerships, leadership builds commitment and gathers
resources. The resources are used to help participants become comfortable with and adept at new ways of performing.
Successful educational partnerships use evaluation and sfrategic and
adaptive planning to ensure that activities meet local needs and conditions.
Successful partnerships acknowledge and confront problems, using
them as the opportunity to build relationships among partners.
Partnerships can enhance educational opportunities for students and
provide teachers and business representatives with the chance to grow. The
challenges are stimulating and the outcomes rewarding.

9

SECTION I
WHAT ARE THE STEPS TO DEVELOPING
A SUCCESSFUL EDUCATIONAL PARTNERSHIP?
Developing a successful educational partnership is not easy. Part of the
difficulty is that there is no single way or checklist to follow. And this guide
does not conclude with a formula. However, certainprinciples emerged
from our sttmly of OEM partnerships that should be applied by those who
wish to use partnership as vehicles for educational improvement.
Successful educational partnerships address real problems. Poten1.
tial partners should share their perceptions of the problems faced in the community
and in the schools. Formal needs assessnent help focus activities, but it is equally
important that participants identify shared concerns to which they can commit
themselves and their organizations. Not all problems are best addressed through
partnerships so the discussions of problems should include conversations about
whether developing a partnership is an appropriate response.
2.

Successful educational partnerships can take many formS. Partner-

ships can operate with a dominant partner, as a coalition, or as a collaborative. It is
not so much the organization of the partnership but whether it is appropriate for the
problems being addressed and the community in which the partnership is situated.

Successful educational partnerships build on conversations with all
3.
players that include discussion about the content of actMties. Prior to
forming a partnership, all organizations, induding the unit, such as a schnol, to be
affected, must engage in discussion about the partnership. The conversations provide
necessary information about limits and possibilities and build commitment Although it
is possible to gain commitment after the partnership is formed, implementation is
smoother if key parfies are on board as work begins. The more the partnership
requires individuals to change what they are doing and how they relate to one another,
the more important it is for than to be hwolved in early conversations. Some partnerships simply reorganize edging activities or bring existing multiple partnerships under
an umbrella. Prepannership conversations, while necessary, can be less detailed in
those circumstances.

4.
Successful educational partnerships communicate with all participants and the community after they have been organized. Early partnership
communications should focus on the reason for the partnership, including the
problems it is designed to address. Communication of the content and the roles of
participants also is important These communications should respect the existing
knowledge and skill of participants. Those who will receive services from the partnership should be informed of service availability, and those who are evected to change
practice should be told of the time commitments required and the supports they will
receive.
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5.
Leadership in successful educational partnerships helps build
connnitment and supports activities. Leadership can be distributed among
partidpating organizations or one individual can serve as a leader of the partnership.
Individual leadership asn be fadlitative or visionary. The lesdership function must fit
the nature of the partners. If, for example, all participating organizations have strong
leaders, fad/wive or distributive leadership is likely to be the route to sumess.

6.
Successful educational partnerships provide resources, particularly
technical assistance, to those who are expected to change behavior, roles,
and/or relatiouships. Necessary resources include training opportunities, matching
talent to actMties, and providing technical support The greater the change required at
the activity level, the greater the need for technical assistance and the less likely that
training and identifying appropriate personnel will suffice. When partnerships aim for
changes in policy development, assistance from fadlitators helps policymakes
implement new ways of developing and implementing policy.

7.

Successful educational partnerships engage in evaluation and

adaptive planning. In addition to identffiing needs for particular activities, successful partnerships analyze community demographics and economic conditions. They
also gather information about past innovations and how people fed about previous
efforts as well as cOnstraints that may limit the operations in one or more organizations.
The need for such information is one reason all players should be imbed in early
disaissions. Gathering information also models the ldnd of open exchange necessary
for successful operation. Equally important, successful educational partnerships
engage in evaluation so changes can be made in response to problems and concerns;
thus everyone can learn whether the partnership is having an impact.

8.

Successful educational partnerships acknowledge and confront

problem. Problems are used as an opportunity to examine processes and gmtures. Decionmaldng procedures are designed to advance the partnership as well as
solve the immediate problem. Effidency in dealing with concerns is less important
than ensuring continuing partnership cohesion. Partners take into account the feelings
and interests of one another when making decisions within thdr own organizations.

2
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SECTION II
HOW DOES A SUCCESSFUL PARTNERSHIP BEGIN?
Beginning a successful partnership requires communication among potential participants about

the nature of the concerns that led to the idea of developing a
partnership;
whether a partnership is a good way to address those concerns;
the organization of the partnership;
the specific roles and responsibilities of partners; and
the content and focus of partnership activities.

Once a partnership is formed, others are told about its plans.
In a community, almost anyone can propose to develop a partnership to improve
schools. Before groups or individuals plunge in organizing a partnership, talk with
others and make some decisions.
Fust, decide whether those involved want to commit time, energy, money, or other
resources to a partnership. Some educational problems are probably better addressed without a partnership. However, some problems can only be addressed by an
interorganizational arrangement such as a partnership. A common example is concern
that noncollege-bound students have little undastanding of workplace requirements.
If such a concern exists, students can benefit from connections between schools and
workplaces.
In deciding whether a partnership is appropriate, potential partners should define
the problem they are addressing. Once the problem is defined and the decision made
that a partnership is appropriate, there needs to be a strateg for partnership development An early step is to discuss the goal of the parmership, its organization, and the
activities participants will cany out.
Finally, once agreements are made, the existence of the partnership must be
communicated to others, including those who will receive services, personnel in
participating agencies, and the public at large.

Beginning a successful

partnership requires
communication among
potential participants about

the nature of the concerns
that led to the idea of
developing a partnership;
whether a partnership is a
gcod way to address those
concerns;
the organization of the
partnership;
the specific roles and
responsibilities of partners; and
the content and focus of
partnership activities.

Should We Develop a Partnership?
A partnership should be developed if there is shared concern about a real
problem that can best be addressed by organizations from different sectors
working together.
The most basic decision in starting a pamiership is whether a partnership is the
appropriate mechanism for solving identified problems and achieving identified goals.
The decisionmaking process requires conversations among all potential partners.
At the start, the people or groups initiating the partnership need to talk to potential
partners about what they see as the problem. The individuals included depend largely
on the problem facing the community. The purpose of these conversations is to find
out if others share the concern. Many partnerships, for example, are formed because
businesses are unhappy with the quality of their entry-level employees. A business
peison might begin by tallting to the superintendent about how to improve the skills of
high school graduates. Or, a school superintendent may seek the support of local
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businesses to provide tutors or role models to urban students who don't Imow people
with professional or technical jobs. Or, a community or government leader may
believe that the schools need major and deep reform, which they will be unable to
accomplish without outiide collaboration. Approach others in the comumity and
leadership in the school to seek agreement about the need for reform.

Skid d a meeting be called so apotentialpartners come together to deckk
whether to start a partnership, or should tbe initiator visit alsch partner individu-

At fie outset, partidponts
need to agree that a problem exists and that a partnership is a good way of
dealing with it.

ally? At this early stage, it really doesn't matter. Succeaful partnerships can begin with
a series of orte-on-one conversations among potential partners or a meeting of all can
be held. During this exploratory phase, the goal is to get general agreement about
working together. Laar, when people have agreed to work together, they can all
decide whether to hokl meetings of the full group or use some other way of communicating.
At the outset, participants need to agree that a problem edsts and that a partnership is a good vay of dealing with it. Some communities avoid recognizing problems.
A successful partnership is difficult to launch in such a community. Does that mean the
community can neter solve its problems? No. It means that a partnership is not the
way to go. Individuals and organizations can ad on the problem through other means
while taking steps to build shared recognition of needs that should be addressed. One
way of doing this is to gather data about the problem.

One partnership shows bow this can work. In it, members
of the Chamber of Commerce complained among themselves
about tbe preparation of students for work. They noted that the
community bad virtually full employment, but that growth bad
almost stopped. As a result of tbe consfortable employment
figures, few in tbe community We."' concerned about student

preparation for work, partiadarly because there wasa high rate
of enrollment in p6stsecondaty institutions. The chamber
decided to seek data about noncollege-bowsd students and the
views of tbe business community. To gain cony:fitment from
tbe local community college and public school district, chamber
membets involved them in tbe design and analysis pmcess. The
study revealed shared concern about opporismitiesfor students
who were not preparingfor college as well as tbe skills of tbe
wok fone. Therefore, a partnership was developed to address
those problems.
Why is shared identification ofpmblems so impor*mt? Simply because
developing a partnership requires a substantial commitment of time and elem.
Partnerships are complet innovations. At the very least, they invok proposen changes
in organintional arrangements and in programs. Neither type of change is easy to
make. Both come with obstacles and problems. Consequently, if people are going to
put in the effort to sok the problems and surmount the obstacles, they must all be sure
it is worthwhile.
Frequently, partnerships and activities are begun because someone wants to
demonstrate that the business or school system is aware of and participating in
activities reflecting current trends. When people start a partnership to get good
publicity, it usually doesn't work. At the onset, there may be much attention from the
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press, but in the long run, it's virtually impossible to get people to implement new
acthities when they see the effort as a show effort. In contrast, when they think there is
a reason for the required effort, they'll do what is needed.

Does one opportunistic partner doom the efibrt? Probably not, if the other
participating partners are strong and have a solid commitment. We found, for example, at least two projects with a technology focus that were successfuL In both, the
technological organization entered the partnership with the not-quite-hidden agenda of
increasing the market for their products. In both instances, the other partners focused
on changing curriculum and instruction so students were in charge of their own
learning rather than experiencing teacher-centered classrooms. Because the greatest
changes in behavior and problems arose in addressing the real problem, the opportunistic motive of the businesses did not hinder implementation in these cases.
Despite the importance of shared understanding and agreement about a problem,
we understand that most endeavors have some opportunism in them. However, be
sure that the opportunism does not affect the core substance of the project.
Further, it is possible to dilute the influence of an opportunistic partner by the partnership structure chosen. The selection of structure should reflect what has come out of
the conversations about whether the community will support a partnership.

How Should Partnerships Be Organized?
No single organization fits all circumstances.
Partnerships, contraty to popular myth, don't necessarily have similar organizations or require absolute collaboration and levels of equality among partners. In fact,
partnerships can be organized in various ways, and collaboration can range from
working together on specific activities to shared decisionmaldng about all activities.
The appropriate organization is related to the goals of the partnership, the reasons
people get involved, and the commitments they are willing to make.
Early efforts to find out whether others in the .eonununity share an interest in
developing a partnership should provide information do helps with decisions about
organization. The conversations reveal whether potential partners share a sense of the
problem and whether they are willing to commit time and other resources to solving it.
The conversations also reveal the limits they wish to place on their participation or the
importance of the problem to their own organizational goals. As a result, the group
can select an organization that is most likely to be successful.

It may be, as in one partnership, that health service providers in the community agreed tbat poor health among students
constituted a major barrier to achievement in school. At tbe
same time, however, the providers believed that they could only
participate in a school-based clinic and in reviewing a health
curriculum. In contrast, another community witb a similar
problem bad health care providers who wished to be involved in
collaborative efforts that included school-based clinics, health
education, and work-place experiences for students. The
different partnership organizations that resulted were both
successful.

I4
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Three types of partnership organintional gnu:tures are (a) primary partner/
limited partnerships, (b) coalition partnerships, and (c) collaborative partnerships.

Primary Pariner/Limited Partnerships
The primary partner/limited partnership structure involves a managing Rimer with
other organizations providing services either to it or to clients. The limited panners are
conceptually similar to consultants. As partners, they don't receive pay, rather, the
public relations and pswhological rewards that come from being pan of a community
endeavor are their remuneration.

An exampk of a primary/limited partnership is one that
pmvides volunteer tutors Insisted ix a particular instructional
approach. The primary partner pmvides support for volunteers,
coordination within participating schools, and ongoing off
devekpmextfor teachers and volunteers. One supporting
partner be*s ident0 schools and negotiate enhy into them;
tbe other provides the content expertise tbnosgb specific hoisting events and assiitance in developing a manual.
When is this type ofpartnersbip appropriate? When one partner is joining for
oppormnisic motives. The limited role of one partner also will limit the negative effects
of opportunism and, at the same time, take advantage of what the organization has to
offer. The primary/limited structure also is appropriate when other parmers, willing to
contribute to the partnership, place dear boundaries around their panidp .tion. This
type of partnership may work when, for legal or local politiad reasons, it is important

for one partner to have strong control of the venture.
The primary pannerAimited pannership can provide services, training, and
materials, which, in turn, can influence schooling practices. To the extent that participating nonschool organizations are influenced by their partidpation, primaryAimited
partnerships also may increase support for education in the community. Indeed, in the
example cited above, volunteers report more positive feelings about the schools and
greuer support for education. Fmally, this type of partnership allows a visionary
parmer to set the ageida for those who are more pedestrian in their approach. Over
time, through leadership, the visionary may get others to shwe the vision, but this fonn
allosvs work to begin immediately and provides an arena for building the base.
However, it may be limited in its ability to address new Isms or problems different
from those around which it was formed.

Coalition Parhsersbips
Coalition partnerships boast a division of labor among organizations. Each partner
deddes what to do within a broad framework aniadated by the partnership as a whole
and conducts particular activities. Partners are equal but bring different interests and
skills to the anangement. In educational partnerships, 2S in politics, coalitions vsork
best when the involved organizations agree about a particular problem. Each partner
has broad, and sometimes even very different, goals but believes solving the problem is
necessary to achieving the broad goals.

5

Wbez are coalitions appropriate? When partners agree about a spedfic problem
in a cowmunity even if they disagree about goals or about the causes of the problems.
Work can begin to solve the problem without having to address the many areas of
disagreement Coalitions are particularly useful in divided communities where there is
shared concern about how well smdents are prepared to enter the workplace.
Businesses can commit resources because they need well-prepared workers. Schools
readily agree to participate to protde activities that motivate students to come to school
and learn more. Community groups, such as local civil rights organizations, frequently
become active boosters of such coalitions because they see increased opportunity for
their constituents resulting from the partnership.

Coalition partnerships are exemplified by one partnership
designed to facilitate tbe transition from school to adult
responsibility that involves multiple partners, including
businesses, a regional occupational center, an alternative high
school for potential dmpouts, a community college, a state
university, tbe coumy employment services office, and tbe
county Division on Aging. Each organization pmvides services
to students, and, in some cases, two organizations provide tbe
same service (e.g., developing progrwns and articulating
coursework so students receive both bigb school and community
college credits). Meetings of tbe full group are amp& for
information sharing as each organization bas clear responsibilities for particular objectives and activities.
Coalitions are common forms of partnerships. They bring together organizations
with complementary skills and interests. They promote focus, which concentrates
efforts and can lead to major systemwide changes. A positive community impact can
stem from demonstrating coalescence around educational issues
Along with their value, coalitions are subject to a major limitation in that the
partnership may be unable to shift activities to address new concerns. For ample, if
community concern shifts from school-to-work transition issues to worries about
elementary school mathematics and science teaching, the partnership cited above
would not be able to make the change. This is because the organizations involved have
no particular expertise in elementary school science and mathematics curriculum, and
the nature of a coalition limits opportunities to discuss new concerns. However, some
partners might build on their current merience to develop new coalitions.

Collaborative Partnerships
A collaborative partnership involves division of labor among equal partners; however,
decisionmaldng is a continuous process and shared among partners. Each partner is
empowered to participate in all decisions. The partnership becomes an organintion in
itself, eventually achieving legal status in many communities. Among the OERI-funded
partnerships, for example, seveml have become not-for-profit organizations in which
representatives of the partners serve as the board of directors.
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When are collaborative partnerships appropiate? In communities with a
shared concern about a problem or set of problems that can only be solved by
involving multiple organizations. Further; participants recognize the limits of their
expertise and the value of others'. A common issue on which partners move to
collaboration is in preparing infans and toddlers for elemental)? schooL Public school
representadves recognize the importance of child care and health agencies in providing
a base for school readiness. Child care and health agencies recognize the value of
working with schoolswhere the children will eventually maxi All acknowledge the
importance of preventive medicine in preparing students for school. And businesses
are pleased to be involved in a program that increases mothers' attendance at work
and provides the base for improved educational outcomes.
Furthermore, collaborations work in communities in which a shared sense of
crisis or of hope exists, accompanied by a shared sense of confision aboutwhat
should be done to move formal.

One conmsunity tbat received funding fivm OM, for
example, was the bellwether of tbe economic downtuns. Three
major employers bad left, and the fourth, the largest, was
engaged in major layojP. In fad, it recently annowsced it was
closing its plant. Small businesses, political organizations,
dvk groups, civil rigItts organizations, the local public schools,
welfare organizations, health agencies, local charities, and the
community college all expressed concern about the potential
"death" of tbe conmmnity. Although many ideas were floating
around, no one felt be or sbe bad tbe ultimate answer. The
partnership was proposed as a way for people to come together,
decide on priorities, and undertake programs to improve
education and support economk development.
Although not yet fully developed, tbe resulting
communitywide partnetsbip aspires to and is moving toward
collaboration. The governing body represents a varie* of
businesses, community servke agencies, and tbe dty and county
schools. Decisions are made by work groups designated by the
governing body, either through votes or by building MONISM
In any event, whatever is decided is implemented by all participating manizations. Of course, some problems in implementing tbe model occur, bu I participants are clear tbat tbey wish to
inm out the problems Wiser Mate change tbe structwv.
Collaboradves are difficult partnetships to develop. They require building tmst
and understanding and solving problems in new ways. They requite, for example,
busines partnets' undemanding of schooling processes and school partners' understanding of how businesses operate. At base, participants must come to understand
that the knowledge held ki one organization is different from, not better than, the
knowledge held in another. Once that understanding is developed, the needed level of
trust etsts to acknowledge problems and use combined expertise to sohe them. In the
OERI-funded partnerships, we found a great deal of concern about exposing organiza-
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tional problems to others. As a result, collaborave relationships frequently go through
early difficulties. However, if the difficulties are addressed, the partnership is able to
accomplish the goals it set out to achieve, adapt to channg circumstances, and
increase its scope in terms of numbers of partners and issues being addressed.
Within the OERI-funded partnership projects, we found no Examples of "partnerships in name only' although we know they exist in the nation. In such "partnerships," one or more participants donates money or goods without further invokment
in the activities. Such anangements may serve positive purposes, but they are outside
the focus of this guide.
Identifying problems and deciding on an appropriate orgmization are necessary to
beginning a successful partnership. However, equal attention to developing shared
mectations of what partners contribute and the programs the partnership will
sponsor also is required. These expectations result from prefartnership conversations.

Why Is It Important To Hold Prepartnership Conversations?
Participants need to have the same ideas about what each is going to do,
what practical changes the parmership will require, and the content of
partnership activities.
Once potentil I partners agree that a particular problem or set of problems should
be addressed throagh a partnership and have a general sense of the appropriate
structure for the partnership, another set of conversations is needed. These conversations, which we've termed "prepartnership" conversations, result in real commitments
of partners' resources. In contrast to the conversations that explore whether a
partnership is desirable, which can take place either through individual meetings or in
one large meeting, prepartnership conversations are held in ways related to the likely
organization. For ,Aample, some hold discussions about a collaborative in a meeting
of all potential collaborator& It's also probably best to have a group meeting when
developing a coalition. Home-, primary/limited partnerships can be established with
a series of one-on-one conversations.
The purpose of the prepartnership conversations is to ensure that partners begin
their formal relationship with matched expectations about three matters. First,
potential partners need to agree on the roles they are expected to play, induding time
and financial commitments and st.'7 assignments. Second, there should be discussions
about the program content being addressed. Third, if external funding is being sought,
potential partners should learn about what they're expected to do to get the funding
and how funds will affect work within each participating organization. There is no
particular order in which the issues need to be discussed. The point is that all must
be decided upon among the partners.
Why is open amversation so important? The prepartnership conversations
enable partners to understand one another, their major concerns, and the constraints
under which each operates. In Section IV, we provide more details about issues to be
explored with potential partners in these conversations and as work continues. Now,
we mit to emphasize the value of holding conversations and urge that all participants
be open in their communications. We found, for example, that partners who openly
acknowledge limitations on their activities were able to form strong partnerships.
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One business partner in a school-to-work transition partnership was everiencing a downturn as tbe early discussions
took place. School personnel bad originally approached the
business to become a partner to provide paidjob placements to
students. The business representative supported the goals of the
partnership and wanted to participate, but could sot promise
job placements as a result of bis brsitress problems. He agreed
instead, to sponsor internships that weir fsmded through a job
training; Trans. With tbat understanding, the school mut
other sodad service agencies involved in the partnership were
aide to seek 'teemed placements" into paid jobs of students who
were successful in their first, nonpaid placement. Students, at
this point, are positke about the pogram without disappointment That there are no jobs mulling from tbeirfirst placements. Employees at the partidpatiag business take pride in
their success rate is preparing students for the "real" placenrent.
Some partnerships begin with grett promise, but deteriorate because one or
another partner has promised more than he or she can deliver or some partners
misunderstood initial promises.

One glaring example of such miscommunication happened
in a partnership involving a number of businesses in the
community. The partnerthip is a coalition, designed to fadli-

tate tbe school-to-work transition During early cmversations,
In which school district representatives held with individual
basinesses, poterakil business partners were asked, "Am you
willing to have students conse to your business to learn about
what you do?" All answered positively. Once the partnership
began, school personnel called the businesses to anwsge for
students to spend about a week at the job site, "shadowing"
employees. Only 15% of tbe businesses who earlier agreed to
participate accepted students/or tbe extended time. Tbe rest
said, "I thought you meant, 'Could students come for ars afternoon tour of tbe facility?' Having kids here for a week would
disrupt our businen." The miscomnnurication bad negative
effects on other partnership activities as well because school
personnel felt the businesses led them astray, and the businesses ended up thinking school people were pushy and didn't
understand the "real world."
Businesses, social services agencies, museums, or schools rmy overpromise or
overextend themselves. For example, in their enthusiasm for working with schools,
businesses may agree to thtemships for students without clarifying the nature of the
demands on them or exploring the insurance requiremens. There were businesses
that were unable to firlfill job placement promises in factories legally defined as
"hazardous." In other instances, school district personnel may promise the involvement of feathers with whom they have not discussed the program. We found teschers
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who, in some instances, refused the level of participation required by the pnrgam,
citing the demands of other innovations or the limitations of the union contraa
VOlo should be inwlved in tbe conversations? One way to ensure that promises
are reasonable is to invoke all those who will be expaled to change their behavior as
a result of the partnership. By "changiog their behavior," we mean acting differently on
the job from traditional actions. Although chief executive officers of schools (superintendents) and businesses (xesidents) may agree to become partners, for example,
individuals on the lineprincipals and teathers in schools, and human resource
directors and supetvisors in businessesare the ones who usually must change their
behavior. Consequently, the agreements made by their bows may not be reasonable
For example, teachers may be asked to work with businesses to change how they teach
classes. Principals may be asked to release students so they can visit businesses. Firstline supervisors in businesses may be asked to serve as mentors to students. These
activities may requite major changes in behavior.
How can compromising be aVOid0d2 In general, overpromising comes when the
person making the promise doesn't understand the changes it imulves within his or
her own organiztion. One taslc, then, for the prepartnership conversations is to define
the changes in practice required Then, potential partners can check within their own
organizations to see how reasonable the promises are. It isn't necessary co know she
procedures others are using to find out what's teasonable within their organizations. It
is necessary to have asanance that they're doing something. Ifs difficult for one
partner to know what burden the partnership will place on othersit should be
discoed with them before they're obligated The promise may need to be modified or
the partnership may need to provide greater incentives or help to partidpants than
originally thought Many partnerships choose to include representatives of the "worker
bees" within all participating organizations on their boards or create advisory groups of
the front-line workers to ensure that promises can be kept.
Ifby is inclusion in discussions so impottant? Demands on workers, whether
in schools or other agencies, vary depending on the partnership's program content
Some partnerships increase the size of an already edging program while others focus
on changes in practice. Only those who are asked to change can speak about how

We can't advise on the
changes partnerships should
entail or whether they
should be bold or limited in
actions. We can advise that
conversations need to
involve everyone to result in
partnership activides that

are reasonable. Partners
will accept limits i2 whafs
postulle to deliver. They
cannot accept promises that
aren't kept. We believe the
only way to ensure that
promises are reasonable is

to inathe all partners in
the prepartnership
conversations.

difficult it will be.

One partnership, aimed at reforming the educational system, is an example of the
importance of hwohing those who must make great changes. In it, thtee schools wete
designated as models, ptoviding the basis for later apansion. None of the staff in the
schools was consulted prior to the partnetship. In two schools this was not a problem
because the partnership provided additional resources for activities already under way
and did not demand behavioral change. In the third, however, implementation is
slowing, in part because neither the principal nor the teachers understands why they
are involved, what might be gained, and how partnership-sponsored activities fit within
their own vision for the school.
School sites are not the only ones ignored in prepartnership conversations. In the
funded partnerships, there were examples of two nonschool agencies that assumed the
interest of the school system, and of school districts and businesses assuming the
interest of intermediate educational agencies or sodal setvice providers. In all such
cases, there were major implementation problems, and, in at least one, the resulting
problems seemed unsolvable. In the others, extraordinary efforts during early implementation days seemed to mitigate the problem.
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We can't advise on the changes pannetships should entail or whether they should
be bold or limited in actions. We can advise that conversations need to ilIVOiVe

atryone to result in partnership activities that are reasonable. Partners will accept
limits in what's possible to deliver. They cannot accept promises that aren't kept. We
believe the only way to ensure that promises are reasonable is to invoht 211 partners in
the prepannership conversations.
Why should tbe content and objectites also be discussed; The specific activities

Successful early conversations end with matched
expectations, shared
understanding of the
contributions of each

partner, some understanding of the constraints under
which partners may opera* and agreement to
move forward.

and changes to be implemented constitute the content Outcomes are the objectives to
be reached The content of the partnership is designed to address the problems
identified in early conversations. At this point, partners must talk about the activities
they will aim out in order to achieve the objectives. For example, assisting students to
make the transition to adult responsibility can involve different types of activities. Will
there be "job-shadowing" experiences? Businesc people visiting &moms? Changed
curriculum? The discussion can determine whether job placements will be the
measure of success.
Can content and objectives be tbe suYect of conversations eer tbe partnership is formed; There were, among the funded partnerships, examples of wonting to
"sign on" organizations and individuals with the promise that specific partnership
activities would be agreed to by all imelvedafter the partnership was under way. This
led to some major problems. First, developing collaborative gostrning practices is
extremely difficult, and if the discussions focus on "what should we do?" there is much
second-guessing of potentially hidden agendas. Trust is more easily built when people
work together on an activity. Second, when partnetships do not addres content before
they begin, there is a lag between the formation of the partnership and the actual
implementation of activities. During that period, many, partiailarly in the community
and at school sites, lose faith in the value of the partnership. As a consequence,
partners lose commitment to working through problems that arose when activities
began. Third, in at least one case, the absence of content discussion reflected the
pursuit of individual organizational agendasvalidating beliefs hi hidden agendas.
In contrast, when partners discussed activities prior to formalizing the partnership,
implementation was 43r easier, even when there were objective problems the partnership had to deal with.

In partnerships in which computer technology was centna,
for example, most experienced long delays in installing equOment caused, in part, from antiquated school buildings. However, in each case, the participants were awan of what tbe
prognnn entailed, how activities were dependent on one another, and waited, without losing belief in the project, until
new electric outlets were installed.
Successful early conversations end with matched expectations, shared understanding of the contributions of each partner, some understanding of the constraints under
which partners may operate, and agreement to move forward. Even if representatives
from all levels of the organizations involved in the partnership have participated in the
prepartnership conversations, once a partnership is formed, others should be told
about it.
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When the Partnership is Annourced in the Community,
What Information Should Be Shared?
The community should be told

why the partnership was formed;
its content and activities;
the anticipated results;
the contributions of each partner;
the support dial will be provided to those involved; and
how to gain access to services.
Communication is crucial immediately following the formation of the partnership
and throughout its life. Although key representatives of participating organizations may
have been involved in prepartnership cometsations, it is impossible and probably
undesirable to involve all those who will be affected by the partnetship before it is
organized. Consequently, the period immediately following the formal establishment of
the partnership is an important time to communicate with teachers, business people,
and community members about partnership activities. The entire process of implementation is essentially a communication proces, in which increasingly sophisticated
and subtle understanding oldie content and structure occur on the part of both
partnership initiators and those with whom they work
The nature of the conversations should focus on five issues: (a) the reason for the
partnership, including the problem(s) it is designed to address; (b) the content or
activities being implemented; (c) the roles each individual is evected to play in
implementing the partnership and its program, including demands on their time and
energy; (d) the supports they \gill receive as theyimplement partnership activities; and

(e) how to gain access to setvices being delivered.
The community at large should be informed about the raison the partnership was
formed. This can be done through public meetings, notes to rents, or news releases.
When the partnership sponsors events, the partnership should invite the community.
Each organization in the partnership should communicate, through its regular channels, about the partnership, its events, and its accomplishments. Partnerships help
build support for education by using the multiple communication networks. Each
partner has to talk about what's going on.

Why is it important to tell others about the reasons the partnership was

People who will be doing the
work must accept the validity
of the problem and its
importance if they are to be
as committed to solving it as
are the representadves of
the organizadons who
formed the partnership.

formed? People who will be doing the work must accept the validity of the problem
and its importance if they are to be as committed to solving it as are the representatives
of the organizations who formed the partnership.
How can their commitment be gainetiP The first step is to openly share the
information that led to the concern. If worries arose about student work habits after
talking with business people, it is important for faculty to know about it If partners
think teachers should use technology to develop students as active learners, then
teachers should be exposed to the value of active learning by sharing articles or
demonstrations with them.

Ribat methods are usefulfor communicating the masons for the parMetship?
That depends on the problem it addreses and the demands it places on those who will
implement the program. At one egivine, if the partnership is providing additional
resources to enhance already existing work, a newsletter or large meeting may be
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enough. If major changes are required, deeper understanding of the reason for the
partnership may be necessary. Such understanding is generally developed in a series of
communications rather than in a single shot. For example, it may requite a training
session followed by on-site assistance

How shoul spealw information about paritlerthiP content be shataiP That
depends on the audience. Although many in the community may only be interested in
the fad that a partnership (adz, those most closely involved need information at a deep
level, induding not only what the partnership will do and why it will do it but how they
will benefit from the efforts they put in. Send them brief summaries of the reason for
proposed activities early in the process and include information about benefits and a
schedule for future information sharing. Some partnerships use television public
service announcements for the general information sharing.

Wbat information about who will cany out sped* activities should be
share& People need to know not only what they are expected to do but what they can
expect of others. The community at large also is interested in who is going to do what
within the partnership. Early communication should be explicit and praise the
commitments made. This builds community support for the partnership and, more
important, for the efforts to solve a real problem. As a result, there'll be a base of good
will when problems arise, which at the least will provide a cushion of time for solving
them and might lead to additional help. Ai this early stage, print information is
sufficient However, target the content to particular audiences.

How can people who participate in the partnersh0 learn about the help they
am receive? Early communication also should include information about the help the
partnership will offer those who must implement partnetship activities. This is most
important for teachers and workers in businesses whose practices will change
Parmaships that use tutors to help students, for ecample, should let business volunteers know of how they Will be helped to become comfortable working with kids and
the content of the curriculum. Simultaneously, the teachets whose sMdents receive
tutoring should be informed of how the program will work and the help they will get in
identifying students and scheduling tutorial assistance. General knowledge of the
support being offered also is important to the community so members know fat the
effort is multifaceted and serious. Public meetings, press releases, memoranda, and
other formats designed to reach large audiences are appropriate.

Who needs information about gaining access to senrica? &mow. If the
partnership includes preschoolers and their patents, communication through clinics,
child care agencies, doctors, and welfare organizations is important If the partnership
includes job placement services, all school guidance counselors and teachers, as well
as parents and members of the community, should know of its existence. One
successful method of reaching clients is to hold meetings or write personalized kites
to individuals who provide senices to them. In addition, potential clients can be
reached through well-designed brochures, which should be placed in locations they
frequent One OERI-fimded partnership, which served high school dropouts, sent a
worker to the bus station to talk with nmaway youth about participating in the program.
Frequently, partnerships start small, serving a limited group of individuals before
reaching a wider audience. When that is the case, communication of who is eligible
and how they became eligible must take place to ensure the community of the
program's fairness. The OERI-funded partnerships found that people were willing to
wait for setvice if they understood why some were served before they were.
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Early communication requires both the appropriate message and the appropriate
tone. That is, parmerships, partkularly coalitions and collaborations, exemplify
particular models of organizational relations, and these models should influence how
individuals are treated within and across organizations. Coalitions are built on the
premise that the combined knowledge and interest of participants is greater than
individual organizational clout. As waders and others begin to participate in the
coalition, their knowledge and interest should be recognized as welL Similarly, in
collaborations, which focus on shared decisionmaking and mnrimily agreed upon
divisions of labor, participants should be involved in decisionmaking about specific

actives.
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SECTION III
HOW DO SUCCESSFUL PARTNERSHIPS BEGIN
IMPLEMENTATION?
In successful portnerships:
1.

leadership builds commitment and gathers resources.

2. Resources are used to help participants become comfortable with and
adept at new ways of performing.
hi the early days of a partnership, participants, whether partners, clients, or
community members, may be uncomfonable about how what they do every day is
changing. Oppoitunities should be provided for them to develop sbared understanding
of the reasons for the discomfort and how they can work through it. We cannot
provide a lig of actions to take tor/ad the goal of mutual understanding and changed

behaviorthat depends on what people did before and the extent of the changes
required by the partnership. Instead, we offer some ideas about how to help participants become comfortable with and adept at meeting new challenges.
Partnerships change what people do each day and how they relate to one another.
These changes raise two universally shared concerns that should be addressed in the
partnership's structures and processes. The first concern is captured by the question,
"Do I know what I'm supposed to do?" The second is, "Am I aspahle of doing it?"
Both concerns are shared by people at every lewl of the organization, even when they
agree that change is needed because results of current practice are inadequate. They
are most easily addressed when participants undergand how the proposedchanges
will improve results.

What kinds ofchanges are people asked to make? That depends on how the
partnership is organized, who is involved, and the activities it sponsors. In some cases,
the changes are minor, asking people to do more of what they already know how to do.
The only problem that can arise is if the "more" becomes "too much." However,
substituting more of somethkg they regird as important for some activity they value
less makes implementation easier. One example of such a change is encouraging
vocational guidance counselors to help students firvd appropriate community placements from a lig they are given and relieving them of some scheduling responsibility.

A different sort of minor change ocanred in one project in
which a human resources director in a retail business harL
among other responsibilities, the Job of coordinating employee
voluntarisni. Prior to the partnership, the Job involved posting
community opporbmities on tbe employee bulletin board and
negotiating with supervi.wrs about trlease time. After tbe
partnership's inception, tbe volunteer coordinator Job became
more collaborative, asul sbe began recruiting volunteers,
organizing training for them, negotiating policy changes within
tbe company to facilitate tbe activity, and providing reuvwds for
volunteers and their supervisors.
Mpwineships, who is asked to make the grastest changes? Two types of
partidpantshigh-level decisiomnakers and teachers.
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be one such case, the prirwipal bad been tbe sole source of

information about wbat was going on throughout tbe district
but now was joined on the partnership governing board by a
teacher who bad access to information and people. Botb tbe
principal and teacher bad to work through tbe new relationship.
How they did so, and bow other members of the partnersbi,p

be*ed, is instnwtive.
Partners became aware of tbe problem when tbe teacher
asked to be "let off' the governing board. She claimed tbat tbe
time away from ber students was disruptive and inteffered with
their learning. Because the partnership project director valued
ber input and was concerned about continuity on tbe board, be
scheduled a meeting with ber to try to talk ber out of the resignation. During their conversation, it became clear that ber
discomfort, while related to concerns about ber students, was
equally related to the change in ber relationship with tbe
principal. He bad selected her for participation because be
respected her work but now seemed to resent ber. The director
talked with the two of tbem, separately and together, and
suggested ways tbe teacher's &crowed access to information
could enhance the principal's influence with teachers and
parents. As the principal began to see that be could share tbe
rok of "expert" with tbe teacher, tbe relationship between tbem
became easier. Sbe did not concede ber new found influence
but used it to work with bim to improve the school.
The solution to problems Bite this, which are inevitable, is in talking with the
people involved and hetring their concerns. listen carefully because they may not be
aware of exactly what is bothering them. Once a relationship problem is identified, it is
usually easy to find a mutually satisfactory solution by offering su x,estions to those
concerned. When an approach seems comfortable to all concerned, it should be
tested for a set period and then reviewed.

How Can Partnerships Help People Know What They're
Supposed To Do and How To Do It?
Partnerships can help people know what they're supposed to do and how to
do it through appropriate leadership and by providing support.
Different partnerships require different degrees of changes from participants. For
example, some partneships ask teachers to change their relationship to students
;from giver of information to facilitator of student-constnicted knowledge), the
materials they use (from print materials to computer materials), and perhaps how th,..'y
relate to other teachers (from equals to either receiving training from or giving training
to other teachers). In contrast, others ask for less encompassing changes, such as the
acceptance of an occasional tutor. Further, some partnerships ask many people to
change; others focus on fewer.
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The necessary support and the role of leadership differ depending on how much

change is requiredthe more change, the more support needed.

What Is Leadership in the Conted 0/Partnerships?

The necessary support and
the role of leadership differ
depending on how much

change is requiredthe
more changeohe more
support needed.

Although we use the term "leadership" to identify a function rather than a person,
frequently leadership resides in an individuaL Even within collaboratives and coalitions, one individual can provide the focus and vision associated with leadership.
Conversely, even in a primary parmethimited partner structure, leadership may reside
in an organization, not in an individuaL
Laidership within partnerships is a complex phenomenon. First, appropriate
leadership styles for partnerships in some ways depend on the nature of leadership in
the participating organizations and the structure of the partnership. In order to create
an appropriate balance in a partnership; when participating organizations have strong
leaders, there should be a different form of leadership for the collecthe effort. Similarly, the primary/limited partnership structure requires different types of leadership
than does a collaborative or coalition. Consequently, three types of leadership help
support partnership implementation under different circumstance.
In partnerships with distributed leadership, partners share responsibility for
decisions affecting partnership operations. They may meet to develop consensus or
vote or may agree on ground rules that govern action without frequent meetings.
Distributed leadership supports partneiship activities by enabling participants to adapt
to changing circumstances or unforeseen problems. An example is a school-to-adukresponsibility transition project with many partners. Much of the activity takes place
with two partners working towther, and each dyad is empowered to work out whatever
arrangements are necessary to achieve success.

When is distributed loaders* appropriate? When all partners have strong
leaders, as well as in coalitions and collaboratives. It is not appropriate in a partnership with one organizafion with a weak leader because the we& organization won't be
able to pull its weight. The failure will lead to implementation problems and create
distrust and anger among other partners. Leadership of this type also is inappropriate
in printaryilimited partnerships, which rely on the strength and vision 4 one partner.
Facilitating laidetsup is a type of leadership that frequently works behind the
scenes to help partners in both programmatic and organiinional actions. Such leaders
ensure that content assistance is provided when needed and work with all participants
to ensure smooth operation of the partnership. This type of leadership is particularly
effective in partnerships in which participating organizations have strong leaders
themselves.
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An example offacilitating leadership is in a collabomtive
partnership that bas the goal of changing tbe entire educational
sy&Vm, including relationships between schools and businesses
wsd helmet's sckools and social service agencies. Partners are
the major business orgunizatiota, social service agencies,
health can providers, and volunteer organizations, as well as
tbe local and intermaliate educational agencies. Most me led
by strong individuals. The partnership leader fadlitates the
wolfs of tbe group in a amber of ways, primarily by making
the rounds of tbe organizations to work with individuals mod
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small groups to develop consensus about partnetsbip direction.
The leader enters fonnal partnership meetings knowing bow all
parhwts feel about matters and only MOWS on those its which
be knows they agree upon so tbere are no public arguments. hs
addition, be visits participating schools as a trouble shooter
and intervenes to resolve any problems that arise between
school personnel and business or other partners.
When is facilitating leadership appropriate? In all three partnership structures.
However, it relies greatly on the sidll of the leader of thepartnership. When each
partner has a strong leader, the &dilutive leider must do much work behind the
scenes. He or she must have fairly low ego needs. Further, it is particularly important
for a facilitative leader to be good at sensing and solving problems and helping others
reach consensus.
On the surface, the &dilating leader may look like a manager rather than a
leader, simply assuring that arrangements are made and things are getting done. And,
indeed, many partnerships are managed, not led. The difference is that facilitating
leaders don't simply carry out the wishes of others; in addition, they move the partnership toward developing and enacting a vision. They elicit the visions of participants and
move toward synthesizing different, and sometimes competing, visions.
In contrast to larilit2ting leadership, viskmasy leadership, in parmerships as well
as in organimtions, already hokls an image of where the partnership should go, both
programmatically and organizationally. Visionary leaders seek to communicate their
vision to all parkipants and seek ways of achieving it. The visions of leaders range
from the grand, such as ensuring equal educational opportunity for all students, to the
particular, such as increasing the numbets of students who choose careers in math and
science.
Vsionary leadership can sometimes overcome many problems.

hs one partnership, for example, two participants are
opportunistic, and tbe visionary leader is the leader of tbe third
padidpating organization. His vision and charisma are such
tbat be has been able to maintain the comnsitment of tbe
schools despite a slow project start and concern about tbe
motives of the others. He, like other visionaries, communicates
bis vision directly and through others.

Another visionary leader seleded lieutenants wbo share ber
goals. She prvvides botb symbolic and actual leadership but
delegates much negotiation and problem solving to tbe lieuten-

ants.
When is visionally leadership appropriate? In every type of partnership. The
visionary leader, however, must be egremely skillful if one or more of the participating
organizations also has a visionary leader. In such a case, the partnership vision needs
to build upon the existing organintional visions, and the partnership's visionary leader
must be able to share space and credit with the other visionaries. Franidy, few
visionaries are able to share the stage in this way. Their grength is in their ability to
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All types of leadership can
be exercised well or badly.
In successful partnerships,

the leadership is appropriate to the context and is
exercised well, thereby
assisting participants in
understanding the roles and
relationships and changing
their behavior.

communicate and convince others, and their weakness is their lack of ability to
accommodate other visions.
Parinerships need to address the leadership issue. Doing so requires assessing the
type of leadership that exists in the participating organizations. This will steer toward
or away from certain leadership styles. Match the leadership style with your partnership organization, avoiding attempts at disuibuted leadership in a primary partner/
limited partner structure. Of course, look at the skills of those who will lead the
partnership. Fmally, it is possible to decide whether to have distributed or facilitative
leadership. But visionary leadership isn't possible if a partnership has not begun as a
result of individual or organizational vision. However, it is possible to move toward
visionary leadership by developing a shared vision among partners.
All types of leadership can be exercised well or badly. In successful partnerships,
the leadership is appropriate to the context and is exercised well, thereby assisting
participants in understanding the roles and relationships and changing their behavior.
What do leaden do? They set the tone for partnership success, inspire partners
and clients, share the information necessary to carry out activities, and gather resources to help participants become comfortable and adept at the new approaches to
practice Successful partnerships are particularly attentive to the support provided by
those charged with carrying out program tasks.

What Support Is Most HeWul in Partnerships?
Four types of support are most helpful in partnerships
time to plan;

training
matching people to the position; and
technical support/content assistance.
When should platming time be rised? Planning time matters most when
participants already possess the sldlls required by project activities and are asked to

expand the arenas in which they use them. For example, in a partnership that builds
on existing programs that already place student interns in businesses by expanding the
number of student and businesses involved, those responsible for implementation
need time to address the logistics of the increased scope They need time to call
businesses, inform them of the program, find out whether they will take students, and
arrange for student transportation. Planning time accomplishes this.
As the partnership begins, the partners should match schedules so planning time
can be arranged without conflicts with other activities required by their organizations.
For example, many schools have teachers come to work a few days before students
begin the year. Partnership planning tme should ne interfere with this expectation.
Planning also should be scheduled for long enough blocks of time for problems to be
identified and solved. It also should occur at times when individuals are fresh. This
argues against using a lot of after-school planning sessions.
In programs that require participants at the activity level to gain new lolowledge or
sldlls, planning time should be linked with training or content assistance.
PAX is training? l'fraining" refers to workshops or other experiences provided
to enable partners to carry out particular tasks for which they are impreparal.
Traihing may focus on general skills, or it may be relathely intensive, as in the teaching
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of software development.
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Training is required, for example, for teaches to use technology in their classrooms and to change from didactic to student-centered instruction. Training in shared
dedsionmaking techniques also is usually required. when site-based management is
adoptei If a partnership requires activity-level panidpants to learn new knowledge
and skills, they must be prepared to implement them. They need excellent staff
development opportunities that enable them to learn and practice the new skills.
Training follows the design of effective staff development sessions. It provides
information, allows participants to practice new approaches, and provides feedback
Mast businesses and school districts already have apertence in developing training
workshops. Partnerships are valuable here because they share approaches across
institutions and arrive at better ways of training than existed previously.
Training may be enough if the needed knowledge and skills don't require
participants to make major changes in their roles and relationships (e.g., in a program
where teaches integrate a computer-misted component to an existing curriculum or
counselors add an additional career interest test to an existing battery of tests).
Training is not suffident to support successbal implementation, particularly when
partnerships create major changes. In such cases, successful partnership development
indudes both training and technial assistame.

nen is talent matching appropriate? When the partnership extends existing
activities and calls for general skills. It is frequently overlooked as a resource. A
partnership can be formed around existing talent, skills, and interest, or individuals can

be refitted who come prepared for the roles and rehtionships required by the
partnership. Sometimes matching involveq finding the appropriate business or
community member for a particular activity in the school Other times, matching is
used for hiring staff for the partnership.
Even in partnerships that requite major changes for most partidpants, it's
frequently possible to use the talent matching strategy. For example, evety school
district contains at least a few computer addicts who already know how to use technology in powerful ways to support student learning. They will only requite minimal
training in the spedfics of tbe program and access to computers and software for their
smdents. They can fonn the nudes of workers at the activity level. "Matches" also
can be formed by locating teachers, administrators, or counselors who have come
back from conferences or summer workshops and haw already tried new ways of
working.
Another alternative is to find people who are unhappy because their current job
doesn't allow thern to do what they like best.

For example, in one partnership, hvo bigb school guidance
counsekrs ex,pressedfrustnairm that schediding student
classes and arranging for college-bound students to take tbe
tests necessary to gain entrance to postsecondary institutions
left no time for them to Meet with the noncollege-bound students. They also thought it would be usefsd to bear from
businesses about tbe t)pas ofjobs tbat were available to the
students, but, again, bemoaned their lack of time. The partnership selmied these individuals for tbe school-to-work transition
activities it sponsored.
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The greater the change
expected of the participant,
the more indMdualized
and intense ihe technical
support and content
assistance should be.

Talent marching is a powerful aid to early implementation. It ensures that those
already versed in a role are selected to play it in the partnership. Participans know
what to do because they've done it before. Matching also may entail sekaing for
transferable skills and pertinent talents. Participants with an appropriate foundation
can build knowledge of what to do in the new situation. In either case, successful
partnership development depends in part on the characteristics of sped& individuals.
Although talent matching Ewes early implementation, we offer a caution if talent
matching is the only support. If others don't leam what the "talent" knows, partnership
activities will disappear if the talent changes jobs or retires.
When is technicalsupportkontent assistance aVropriate Such support is
crucial when major changes in practice are required. Technical support/
content assistance occurs when there is significant help related to the knowlalge and
skills required by the program provided to those charged with carrying out partnership
tasks. It should be provided within the context, such as the classroom, in which the
activity is implemented and include one-on-one assistance. In models of staff development, such support takes the form of coaching. There is feedback to participants about
how well they are carrying out the activity. It is important, for example, when teachers
become involved in curriculum development or site-based management, which
requires additional skills and knowledge.
Group facilitators are another sort of teci a-kat support useful in developing die
structures for a collaborative partnership. They help partners work out new relationships and decisionmaking procemes. They, like other content aSSiSteTS, also provide
feedback on communication patterns and approaches to policymaldng.
Support can take the form of materials, such as training manuals. Acces to
expertise within the partnership can come from cooniinators central m the operation.
They have the required Imowledge and skills and help at the activity level. The coordinators can be reassigned as part of a partners contrtbution to the effort or they an be
hired by the partnership. Along these lines, another source of =Stance is access to
outside experts, such as paid consuliants hired either by one partner or collectively by
the partnetship. Fmally, a powerful mechanism is developing formal opportunities for
participants to assist one another, such as in teacher networks.
We cannot emphasize this rule too mudt rbe greater tbe change expected

of tbe participant, tbe more individualized and intense tbe technical
support and content assis&nce should be.
Technical support helps participants learn and apply new skills. It also provides
an arena in which they inaease their rmderstanding of the partnership and the
relationships it requires because during the cowse of providing and receiving assistance, individuals share their understanding of the context and the program. Such
sharing helps build the community within the partnership. It also provides information
for strategic planning. Finally, assistance reassures participants that they are able to
implement changes as required. Technical support and content assistance are the way
successful partnerships foster continuous communication among partners, clients, and
workers.
What's invol v e d in providing technical support and content assistance? First,

partners must agree to concentrate resources so implementation is sucassfuL One
factor in decisions about how many people to involve in specific adiViLlES is the number
of individuals available to provide assistance. Another is the availability of resources,
either funds or contributed time, for releasing teachers or business people from their
normal duties.
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Second, manuals may provide sufficient assistance. As we've indicated, that
depends on the amotmt of change expected. If a partnership is requiring major
changes in practice, manuals won't do the job. If the changes are minor, they wilL In
any event, providing manuals requites buying or developing them.
Third, the amount of assistance should be determined. That determination is, in
turn, based on the ntle of changethe more the change, the more the assistance. We
urge too much assistance rather than too little.
Fourth, partners should identify the individuals who will provide the support. If
theyre within partner organizations, the partners need to agree whether their services
will be an in-kind contribution or whether funds should be allocated to pay for their
time. Either way, write the ascistance activity into job descriptions and perfonnance
evaluation plan& If outside experts are hired, they must be located and contracts
developed. The money to pay outside consultants or coordinators from inside should
be allocated from the partnership budget
Unfortnnately, many partnerships structure few opportunities for assistance. In a
misplaced belief that initial training and some support materials are sufficient, the more
personalized technical support is frequently lacking. Partners argue that they can
"moth more people" through these efforts. However, those reached are seldom able
to implement major changes. Building a cadre of participants who are fully implementing a program requires thai painerships focus on resources. Content assistance
is a necessary component so the appropriate trade off is "fewer, bettee' rather than
"more, inadequately."
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SECTION IV
WHAT IS THE ROLE OF EVALUATION AND PLANNING?
Successful educational partnerships use evaluation and strategic and
adaptive planning to ensure that activities meet local needs and conditions.
Educational partnerships are successful when they meet the needs of the participants and the community. There is, as we have indicated, no single structure, leadership style, set of goals, or type of activity that leads to success. We cannot offer a road
map for establishing partnerships. Rather, success comes when the partnership fits the
context and adapts to changes and local concerns. We recommend that conversations
take place before inaugurating the partnership. Those conversations have, as we said,
several purposes. We repeat them here because they are so important in setting the
tone and laying the groundwork for the rest of the partners' work

Successful educational
partnerships use evaluation
and strategic and adaptive
planning to ensure that
activities meet local needs
and conditions.

Prepartnership conversations provide information about how needs in the
community are perceived Talking with others about the problem that's been identified
serves as an informal needs asessment. It may, as we recommend in this section, be
supplemented by more formal needs assessment.

Strategic and adaptive

Prepartnership conversations give insight into the context in which the proposed
partnership will operate. This contextual analysis includes analyzing past efforts at
innovation, adsting relationships among potential partners, the nature of accountability
for the participating orginizations, and the economic and social environment More
partnerships attend to substantive needs ascessment than they do to the contactual
analysis. We believe both are equally important.
In this section, we su:o.est issues to be addressed in the analysis of the substantive
needs and context of a given community. Continually monitoring needs and contexts to
find out if the partnership and the activities it sponsors continue to "fit" the community
is necessary. Prior to the partnership and at its start, planning should focus on
initiation. However, mechanisms should be in place that support strategic and adaptive
planning, based on monitoring the context and evaluating the partnership and its

planning ocaus throughout
the life of a partnership. At
the beginning, the partnership meets substantive needs
and fits the organizational
and social context. After the
partnership is under way,
sufficient feedback mechanisms must be in place so
participants know how well
structures and activities are
working.

activities.

The point is significant Strategk and adaptive planning omits

throughout tbe life of a partmiship. At the beginning, the partnership meets
substantive needs and fits the organizational and social context. After the partnership is
under way, sufficient feedback mechanisms must be in place so participants know how
well structures and activities are working.

Few, ifany, partnershOs get it right the first time Success does not depend on
the perfect design. It depends primarily on how well partners respond to information
they receive about how the partnership is doing. Daluation is the common method of
getting information about partnership activities. Successful partnerships have an
evaluation that allows for adaptations of activities as it develops.
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Who Should Be Involved in Analyzing Local Context?
Involve all potential participants in the research and analysis of the context.
Wby? To accomplish three things. First, all perspectives will be represented in the
discussions. For example, one issue that must be considered is the extent to which
organizations can operate freely within the partnership. Organizations are frequently
limited in what they can do, but those limits aren't usually known to outsiders. Involvirig all players facilitates shared understanding of limits on individual action and
accommodating edging limitations into partnership lapectations. Second, involving
all partners and representative workers and clients helps develop mutually supportive

understanding of the roles and relationshipsand the reasons for themthat 2re
designed into the partnership. Finally, such involvement helps build ownership of the
partnership among participants.
What is invoked in analyzing the context? Understanding the legacy of past
efforts to improve education, existing (or past) relationships among partner organizations, the social and economic environment, and limits to action. The analysis should
result in a partnership that works within existing constr.,thts while simultaneously
challenging them.

Why Is It Important To Understand the Legacy
Of Past Improvement Efforts?

In cases in which good
feelings about past efforts
exist, present the partnership as an extension of,
rather than a replacement
for, those efforts. This way
plays to the positive feelings
and doesn't leave participants with a sense that
earlier hard and successful
work is not valued and is
being abandoned.

Every community and organization has a history of past efforts at improvement This
background of past undertakings, struggles, successes, and sometimes faihires leaves a
legacy partners must deal with. If the community has successfully implemented other
special programs, there is likely to be enthusiasm about the proposed partnership.
Alternathely, some people feel burnt by past efforts, which seem to have yielded litde.
Impressions and perceptions that remain, whether positive or negative, affect how
panicipants will view the proposed partnership.
Understand that legacy and build upon it. In cases in which good feelings about
past efforts exist, present the partnership as an extension of, rather than a replacement
for, those efforts. This way plays to the positive feelings and doesn't leave participants
with a sense that earlier hard and successful work is not valued and is being aban-

doned

In one partnership we studied, tbe partnership was
organized with a vision of "21st-century" education. However,
tbe school disfrict bad already begun implementing a nationally recognized and popular staff development program. Teachers were angry at tbe abondonment of a program in which they
bad invested much energy. Consequently, their involvement in
tbe partnership wa.s reluctant at best.
In contrast, another OER I partnership, atm aimed at fundamental change in bow teachers mul students interacted, built
existing pogroms into tbe new one. Teachers at tbe bigh school
bad been hwolvedfor hte yaws ix collaborative rurvil &maxilla pmfra tbat linked schools and institutions of higher
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education throughout the state. That project became a component in tbe tethnology thrust of tbe new partnership. The new
partnership also included some fairly new vocational courses
while simultaneously creating additional courses. Tbe result of
using the partnership as an umbrellafor related innovations
was that there is a corps of knowledgeable and enthusiastic
teachers who now train and support others.
As the etamples indicate, positive effects of prior innovation can present either a
barrier or a boost to a partnership. The difference lies in how the partnership uses the
feelings generated by earlier efforts. In the first case, the partners ignored its existence
and confronted a barrier. In the second, the partnership co-opted previous innovations. As a result, the partnership began with teachers feeling good about the new
venture. They believed their earlier efforts helped pave the way for the new partnership, which, in fact, was true. They also were able to use the knowledge and skills
they'd pined in new vvays within the partnership structure.
But what if earlier innovations were unsucceslul or left negative feelings about
innovation?. One partnership confronted this situation.

The local school personnel bad been involved in a successfid community involvement prvgram tbat became a model for
tbe nation. About three years before tbe partrwrship began, tbe
foundation supporting tbe program withdrew futuls. This left
cynicism about pmgrams begun "outside" tbe schools. The
partners made a particular effort to work closely witb teachers
and administrators at tbe school level, included funds for
curriculum development paid dimtly to teachers, and allowed
much flexibility in program development. Tbe strategy was to
invest directly in tbe skills of teachers. The leadership made tbe
case tbat the partnership provided resources tbat wouldn't be
lost because tbe investment was in staff talent. Tbe result was
teachers wbo, while remaining cynical, weft willing to participate because they saw immediate benefits. Tbe partners,
however, should realize tbat continued teacher participation
will requirs lots of support.
Negative residue from earlier kmovations requires a convincing case that this
partnership is different One way of addressing cynicism is to state openly the reasons
the tauter effort failed and to demonstrate what's been learned from the failure. The
message, however, should be positive. It says, in effect: "We understand your feelings
about change. After all, the last change process had particular problems (and list
them). But we're designing a program that avoids those problems by (say how). In
addition, we want you to tell us what you think is needed and how we can help."
Suggestions must then be acted upon.
As potential participants discuss their innovation history, they should be honest
about feelings and concerns. As our examples indicate, successful partnerships adapt
to those feelings rather than suppress them.
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Prepartnership relationships refer to linkages that exist among organbations considering forming a partnershir' They may help or hinder implementation, depending on the
stren;4,1 and value of eanter ties.
Many potential partnership sites have a history of collaboration among schools and
other organizations. Few school districts in the county, for example, lack ties between
schools and businesses through such mechanisms as "adopt-a-sthool" programs.
Similarly, many schools have had relationships with institutions of higher education
through serving as practice teaching sites for the preservice progtam, for example.
If earlier relationships are acknowledpi and built upon while creating anew set
of structures and activities, the partnership can extend existing activities. It can include
new groups, provide resources for participants to implement the activities they desire
next, and supplement efforts that are outgrowths of the relationships. Using a strategy
of building on what etsts tends to ensure some early successes. The early successes,
in turn, raise confidence in the ability of the partners to tacide more difficult and longer
term projects.

Care must be taken so

as not to ignore preexisting
relationships.

One partnership we studied illustrates bow to build on
preetvistin relationships. The new padnetship was developed
in a context that was rid, with interotganizational arrangements, includitg padtwrships among tbe comma:11y colkge
and tbe vocational program, prkate businesses and tbe vocational pagnun, tbe local employment servke andpirate
businesses, beakis and human seroke agencies, and two kcal
schools. The new partners4 brought all these relationships
together. The new relationships, however, involved the saw
staff mensbers froth to draw on their experienceand avoid their
feeling that their tusf bad been itsvada The tsewpartnership
also allocated resoarces to tbe "okl" relationships as well as to
new ones. These dyads weir asked to padkipate its additional
adivities with the potential for systemwide smd atimmmitywide change. For all activitim that involved a pair of otgassizatimes with previous relationships and otganizations new to the
arrangement, the partners were careful to include enough
people so the new participants did not feel they were aasbiug
a party.
Care must be taken so as not to ignore preexisting relationships. One partnership
we studied was unsuccessful in its lust year because it failed to deal with preexisting
relationships.

This partnetship involved training business volunteers to
tutor elemetstaty school students using a particular approwth.
The first school in which the voluateer Mom were placed bad
worked for many years with another &sateen who supplied
fsmdingfor classroom aisles. 11 b e priadpal Mad the earlier
arrangement, which tbe sew partaersbip replaced. Sbe amd ber
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teachers used the new volunteers as aides, which tbey, in tutu,
resented. By tbe end of the first year, neither tbe business nor
the school remained in the partnership.
Avoid replacing asuccessfal partnership with a new one.
Instead, figure out whether the success is a result of the relationships that have
been established or the program the arrangement sponsors.
If it is the former, the new partnership should build upon it by including the same
staff from both organintions in any new activities. In this way, they won't feel displaced
and create dissension against the partnership. Including staff members who already
have a relationship across organizations gives a partnership an added benefit. Individuals from the organizations know one another. In many cases, some trust has developed, and it is probably easier to develop joint problem-solving techniques than in
totally new partnerships.
If the succes of the preexisting relationship lies in its program, the program
should be included in the new partnership or, if the program is incompatible with its
goals, it should build a program separate from the earlier one. This "separateprogram" strategy may create resentment In a large community, it's sometimes
possible to have more than one partnership by focusing on a different neighborhood or
a single program strand, but it is diffiath in smaller towns. If at all posiible, meet with
members of the other partnership(s) to develop a plan for the new work
A second bane to consider is the feelings of representatives who are already
involved when adding new organizations to premisting relationships. We've all had the
experience of coming into an organization or a social setting in which everybody knows
one anotherexcept us. Feeling like an outsider is uncomfortable. The "experienced" representatives have come to understand each other's quirks as well as the
reasons the organizations are involved. The new member of the group has to learn it
all quickly. It's easy for distmst to grow under such circumstances. Consequently, if a
partnership builds on existing relationships, the new members should be introduced
carefully. Two or three new organizations can be simultaneously added. Also, team
building activities should occur with the new group. Acknowledging the potential for a
problem and then addreEsing it demonstrates that the new partnership is sensitive to

the context

How Can a Partnership Flourish in a Difficult Social
And Economic Setting?
Demographic, sodal, and economic characteristics may affect a partnership. They
have a great impact on educational endeavors. The organintion, activities, and goals of
the partnership should reflect the needs of the community to be served
It's important to understand the most significant problems and imes ked by the
community in order to establish a partnership that will improve educational opportunities. In addition to determining the most important educational problems through the
economic and sodal conditions in the community, substantive needs assessment
should be analyzed so the partnership fits.
Community analysis can be formal or inform!. Formal analysis draws data from a
number of sources. Included is census information about the size of the community,
its demographics, and the economic status of community members. Also included are
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data about the schools and the numbers and characteristics of students saw&
Attention should be paid to how the characteristics of the school population compare
to the characteristics of the community. Are families with school children a small or
large percentage of the community? Are there more or fewer racial or ethnic minorities in the schools than there are in the community? Other data include economic
information about businesses, industries, housing stock, and employment
Informal community studies also are valuable for building a partnerthip. The key
is to be sure that all sectors of the community are included Hold meetings to hear
what residents and employers have to say. Make sure there are meetings throughout
the community so representatives from all areas have access. Seek out the views of
those who don't generally come to meetings. We found that partnerships organized by
the local schools and an umbrdla business organi_zation, such as the Chamber of
Commerce, frequendy lamented the lack of involvement of minority groups.

One successfsd approacb to involving racial and ethnic
minorities was to include representatives of community-based
and religious organizations in tbe community study. This laid
tbe gmundwork for support when tbe partnership began.

One snecessful approach to
involving racial and ethnic
minorities was to include
representatives of community-based and religious
organizations in the
community study. This laid
the groundwork for support
when the partnership
began.

Although it is probably easier to develop partnerships in communities with many
resources and high levels of civic involvement, it is possible tc develop successful
partnerships even in areas suffering from depressed economies. Several OERI
partnerships we studied were located in historically disadvantaged awas (i.e., areas
with sustained patterns of economic decline and evidence of the subsequent powny
associated with such ciraimstances). Partnerships in such areas are especially
important to developing programs that meet the needs of educationally disadvantaged
and often undaserved students. Unfortunately, poor economic conditions in a
community also restrict opportunities such as workplace internships and other
activities that require favorable job markets. Economic distress further antails
partidpation and time commitment to volunteer programs because individuals who
might have been available for volunteer work find they have to work extra hours or a
second job to support themselves and their families.
However, some partnerships were successful in the face of these conditions. One,
for example, relied on community-based educational organizations such as museums
and libraries to provide the types of activities that were in other communities provided
by volunteers. Another, which induded opportunities for students to experience the
realities of the workplace, used business vohmteers at the work site as tutors. The
volunteers have become role models. Students occasionally shadow the workers, but
there is no expectation that the time spent at the business will lead to a job. Students
enthusiastically support the program, teachers are pleased with the improwd skills of
swdents, and the businm partidpants maintain faith that when times get better, they
will have a pool of workers ready for the job.

Partnerships can adapt to varied circumstances.

One pmjed exemplified suck adaptation in movingfrom
implementation in an urban setting to implementation ise a
rural school district. The original design was for one business
partner to supply sufficient tutors to a single school. The tutors
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were huined as a map along with tbe teachers, thus building
rapport Further, there were activities at the workplace tbat
supported the volunteer tutors axd providedfeedback and
assistance. In tbe rund district, however, no single business
was lasge enough to supply sufficient tutors. Consequently, tbe
partners :corked with a group of businesses, noninstructional
sdsool personnel, and ligh school students as tutors. The
support structures asul activities were adapted to tbe new
setting.
In part, adapting partnerships to the environment requires common sense. If, for
example, the school invoiced in a partnership is in a high crime area that volunteers are
reluctant to enter at night, it might be necessary to talx the students to the volunteers'
work site or schedule activities for weekends. Or, it may be better for partners to
address the problem itself than to work on purely educational programs. The analysis
of the community and conversations with parners will fadlitate sharing ideas about
how best to design the program to fit the circumstances.

How Can a Partnership Cope With Limits to Action
In One or More Participating Organizations?
Partnerships are affected by the rules and procedures that edst within the participating
ormizations. These mechanisms are outside the partnership structure. Partners who
are obligated to go through bureauaatic channels outside the partnership to obtain
approval for policy changes or program implementation essential to the partnership
are accountable to external audiences. These limits often are barriers to partnership
development However, we found that partners are remarkably tolerant of the constraints under whit& their colleagues operate if they understand what constraints
exist Therefore, all partners should be encouraged to "come dean" about the limits
under which they operate Once the limits are known, the partnership can either
design a program that can operate succesfully within them or a collective strategy for
confronting them.
Why is shated knowledge of otganizational limits important? First, we found
when one partner didn't understand the organizational constraints under which others
operated, frustration and inaeased distrust of the relationship resuhed. One partner
would say, in effect, 'We decided this. Why can't you just do it?" And the other
partners would get angry because they, too, found the situation frustrating, but expected
understanding, not criticism, from their colleagues. Second, understanding the limits
provides the opportunity for partners to work together to change the organizitional
environment while addressing specific problem. Conceptually, partnerships that
begin, for example, by focusing on curriculum change and run into problems with
district and state rules about curriadum will move to a more systemic approach. And,
indeed, we found at least one putnership that developed shared understanding of the
constraints and began to work to address the systemic reasons for them. In another
case, the partners said, in effect, "How can we help you deal with your limits?" This
built the needed collegial spirit Third, and probably most important, when partners
know the limits on each other's activiti, the program design can adjust timelines to
accommodate them. m a result, partners won't fed something is happening "late" and
become discouraged.
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How can tolerance of Each other's situation be drertgtbeneti? When partners
understand that limits exist in most organizations and aren't confined to a single
partner, they are more tolerant. In early partnership meetings, it is helpful for all
partners to reveal the constraints in their organization. The following provides
information about various sources of accountability. It is to be used as a springboard
for analyzing the local constraints and as a source of ideas of dealing with them.

What are tbe sources of otganizational limits? First, school bureaucracies
sometimes require partners to receive approval for action on many matters. From the
bureauaatic perspective, the mechanisms ensure that actions are in line with legal and
grant requirements. In some OERI partnerships, the time needed for approval made
action difficult. For example, partners could not schedule needed training in response
to clasiroom observations. However, if, in contrast, the partnership is designed with
lmowledge of the difficulty of scheduling training, partners could have planned an inservice at specified times and left the content open.
In other partnerships, the negotiated agreement with profmional staff limited the
times and places for meetings related to partnership activities. Again, partnerships
aware of such constraints at the outset were able to schedule needed meetings.

For example, the director of one partnership made regular
visits to each participating organization. He gathered information anri informally polled representatives about key issues. The
infrequent meetings, then, were efficiently run, addressing only
decision items. & a result, all parbsers were satkfied that they

bad input on important matters and tbe infiequent means of
the group uere not regarded as a problem to the partnership.
Parallel limits exist in sodal service agencies and business bureaucracies. In one
OERI partnership, for example, the participating business did not approve a set of
activities because its policy was to charge for particular types of training. In other
businesses, employees must provide all Izolunteer services on their own time. Sodal
service agencies frequently have constraints stemming from their requirement to
protect the privacy of clients.
Bureaucratic constraints, although frequently justifiable from one perspective, can
limit partnership activities. Designing partnership activities to operate within the
constraints is one way to address the problem. Or, as did some partnerships,
constraints may be challenged strategically.

One partnership sponsored an alternative school for bigb
school dropouts and nnsaway youth. By combining the influence ofcormnitted school staff, sodal servke agency staff, some
businesses, and others in tbe comsmmity, the partnership
gained school system agreement to adjustments in the atlasdame requirements. Another partnership convinced a business
to provide matched :claw time so volunteers did not use up
vacation mu personal leave horns to participate in tireprogrnm. The time involved in training for tbe volunteer writ seas
release time because tire partners demonsfrated tbat tbe hubsing would have immediate positive effects ors the volunteers in
their supervisory roles.
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The limits should not be accepted as permanent, but neither should a partnership
be designed that pretends constraints do not exist. Also, it should not be assumed that
all accountability mechanisms are bad or should be abolished During the planning
process, potential partners should talk about the limits in their OrganiatiollS and
develop strategies for addressing them. Open and honest communication, even
about difficult matters, makes it easier to deal with external constaints than ignoring
their existence, which inevitably leads to frustration and frequently to disttust.
Any partner can encourage openness by modeling the behavior. Ask one another
about constraints that may get in the way of particular activities the partnership
considers sponsoring If some partners are not open about their constraints and
attempts to get them to be honest don't succeed, the partnetship is doomed.

What Approaches Work for Deciding on the Content
Of Partnership Activities?
Successful partnerships begin with some general, and shared, sense that thee is a
problem. At this point the problem is defined very broadly. To focus partnership
activities, potential partners identify the prevalent needs of the community, region, or
district in which they function. Such substantive needs assessments can be formal or
informal. They can involve original data collection through community surveys or
focus groups, or they can rely on already existing data, including national reports and
information about student achievement and postsecondary success.
The partnetships carried out formal assessments. These included examination of
national research on middle school students' loss of interest in math and science and a
study commissioned by the amber of Commerce identifying defidencies in the local
education that hampered economic development. Partnerships also used less formal
methods, such as meetings between the school superintendent and representatives of
sdentific industries, hearings held by community-based organizations, and the advocacy of a business leader who brought his concerns to a variety of organizations.
In principle, needs assessments are used to identify the key substantive issues for
the partnership to address. And, indeed, successful parmaships tend to address
critical needs. However, moving from the needs amessment to program development
requires pulling together all the information about the community discussed previously.
Partners should work togeber as potential participants to design a program that will
both meet the substantive needs identified through the local needs assessment and be
successful in the local context.
Some OERI-fimded partnerships, for example, decided to implement small
programs, which they felt would not demand more of participating organizations than
they were able to give, while others encompaffied multiple activities. The general
problem of preparing odents for the workplace translated in some places to smallscale mentorship and job-shadowing programs and in others into systemwide efforts to
refonn curriculum and instruction and integrate technical and general education.
Similarly, efforts to integrate technology into dassrooms ranged from starting small,
adding a grade or subject area each year, to schoolwide projects that included multiple
curriculum areas. Success depends on the fit of the activities to the community.
In moving from the general needs to specific activities, it's important to keep dear
about the reason for the activities There can seem to be a big leap between such needs
as "to prepare students for the 2h. century workplace" and a job-shadowing program.
Participants, induding students and their parents, should receive information and an
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Ideally, educational partnerships reflect consensus
about the nature of the
problem and the needs of
youth in the community.
We found some educational
partnership programs as
much driven by the needs
and interests oldie business partner or institution
of higher education as by
the needs of the students.
When those needs and
school needs coincided, the
partnership was almost
guaranteed success.

explanation that links the activities to the broad goaL This is an underlying purpose of
the postformation conversations we recommended earlier.
Ideally, educational partnerships reflect consensus about the namre of Ihe
problem and the needs of youth in the community. We found some educational
partnership programs as much driven by the needs and interests of the business
partner or inssitution of higher education as by the needs of the students. When those
needs and school needs coincided, the partnership was almost guaranteed success.

For example, a health careers program was implemented at
a site where one of tbe prindpal partners was a hospital that
did not have sufficient numbers of health care workers. The
program served students comprehensively, offering counseling
on required bigb school coursework, guest speakers, visits to the
hospital, and volunteer opportunitke Although school personnel may not have identified tbe need to develop health professionals, they did identifr the need to provide students with
career opportunities. Consequently, both partners and participants agreed tbat tbe project is addressing a critical need.
Given the economic conditions in the community, local students
would have few chances of succeeding without external initiatives like tbose of tbe Educational Partnerships Pregrans.
Less happy stories come when partners in the business or higher education
communities identified a problem that school people did not believe existecL

One exampk comes from an economically depressed community in which a key business person and the local university
began a partnership that focused on developing a kindergarten
through 12th grade "high-tech" instructional environment.
School people nesisted tbe reforms, and little progress was
made. Does this mean that partnerships can never address
problems identified outside tbe schools? Clearly not. But it
does mean tbat needs assessments should gather information
about bow the program will be received in the schools, and tbe
partnership should use that infonnatkn to design the
postformation communication and tbe type and amount of
assistance given within tbe schools.

Why Is Evaluation Important?
Evaluation matters because partnership design is not enough. Partnerships are unlikely
to be perfect at the start. Despite the best efforts at openness, for example, a participant
may not share information about constraints. Designs also may fail because circumstances change (e.g., the local branch of a key pattner responding to changed policies
of the national company). Or the needs assessment may have unwittingly overlooked
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some information. Whatever the reason, partnerships, like other innovations, must
continuously monitor and reassess their effectiveness. Eva.luation setves to provide
information to partners that facilitates such continuous assessment
Many people and organizations try to avoid problems. In contrast, successful
partnerships are "problem finders." That is, they constantly seek information that
allows early identification of potential problems and take action immediately to address
those problems. Evaluation in this light is a management tooL

How should animation be carried out? Atte start, partnerships should
establish evaluation systems. The systems should indude information about the
numbers of partidpants. It also should seek regular feedback about the perceived
value of the program.

One partnership that sponsored visiting scientists in tbe
classrooms, for example, sent teachers who used the services an
evaluation fonn after each scientists visit. Teachers reported
tbat tbe level and tone of the sdastists' presentations frequently were inappropriate for the grade level visited. Tbe
partners used tbe information to develop "coaching" sessions

with the scientistswhen the scientist is castrated, a partnership staff member works with ber or him to develop the presetstailors. Over time, the partnership bas developed a data base of
scientists and topics that allows efficient matching of tbe
person and tbe class. Without the feedback, the partnership
would bave been left wondering why teachers were not asking
scientists to visit. With feathack, an activity that was failing
bas become a success.

Many people and organizations try to avoid problems.
In contrast, successful
partnesships are "problem
finders." That is, they
eonstandy seek information
that allows early identification of potential problems
and take action immedbdely
to address those problems.
Evaluation in this light is a
management tooL

Seek feedback about the parmership organization and how partners feel about the
relationships that are developing as well as about specific activities. While feedback
about activities may be collected by partners themselves, generally feedback about the
partnership itself should either be part of regular public meetings or be collected by a
neutral party. Some partnerships use both procedures, making analysis of the partnership a periodic agenda item that includes an external evaluation of partners' concerns
and positive feeling.
A process should be implemented in which the impact of the partnership can be
assessed. The timing of data collection and reporting with regard to impact will vary
depending on the activity. Some activities are designed to have fairly quick impact,
others, such as programs to incrase employability or knowledge of math and sdence,
require more time. Partners need to be careful to assess impact at the appropriate
time. However, prepartnership data should be collected at the start, and there should
be agreement as to the evaluation purpose and design. Outcome indicators should be
decided on early, and the data collection schedule widely shared so there are no
surprises to partners. Information about impact can be used to generate additional
eternal funding by demonstrating the success of the partnetship to others.

Triho should petform the etaluation? The waluator can come from a partner
organization as an in-kind contribution of one partner or can be hired on contract.
If the evaluation is an in-kind contribudon, other partners may distrust the
objectivity of the work Also, the evaluation might be an add-on to etsdng duties.
However, partners are assuted that the "donated" evaluator is loyal to a partner and
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has some stake in the partnership's success. With a contributed evaluator, the misting
job description and petformance evaluation criteria should be modified to indude the
osignment to the partnership.
Contraded evaluators have the advantage of appearing to be objective and not
associated with any single partner. The disadvantage of using these contractors is that
they are less likely to have a commitment to the partnership and have linle stake in its
success. The contract may be one of many they are pursuing and if it's not largeand
it need not bethey may not be available to provide results in a timely fashion.
Frequent reporting dates should be built in to any evaluation contract. Reports can be
in the form of memos or reports at partnership meetings, but they must °caw regularly. One OERI partnership gained much insight from "confidential memos"prepared
by the evaluator whenever important problems arose.
Perhaps the most important message conveyed to the evaluator is to gather honest
feedback about the partnership. The importance of the evaluation in finding problems
needs to be emphasized so the partnership can deal with them. And, when reports
come in, use the opportunity to consider needed changes in the progtum or the
partnership.
In this section we have argued that successful partnetships do not justhappen. In
the early stages, potential partners must engage in a tough-minded and open analysis of
the local context. The context includes existing relationships, the residue of pastdorts
at innovation, the social and economic characteristics ofthe community, and constraints under which partners operate. The analysis and an assessment of the substantive needs of the community setved should be used to design the partnership.
However, because circumstances and contexts change and because somethings
work and others do not, the partnership should put in place an evaluation sygem that
continuously replicates the original analysis. The system also should collect information about progress and feeling& Fmally, the evaluation design should include methods
of assessing the impact of the partnership.

SECTION V
WHAT HAPPENS WHEN THINGS GO WRONG?
Successful partnerships acknowledge and confront problems, using than as
the opportunity to build relationships among partners.
One reason we can't give a checklist for start* a parmership in a way that
guarantees success is Mat there are sure to be unanticipated problems. Even good
plans are challenged by unexpected personnel changes and loss of funds. When these
problems arise early in the history of the partnership, thq present major challenges to
an operation. The good news is that successfully dealing with them strengthens the
partnership beyond what seemed possible.
Mog partnerships face challenges in their early days, and some are aNe to rise to
meet them while others are not. The difference, we found, lies not in the difficulty of
the problem, but in the approach to soltng it. A number of partnerships we studied
experienced major personnel changes or losses of organizational involvement. The
process used to replace the people or organizations who left actually strengthened the
partnership in two cases. In addition, almost all partnerships suffered from the
economic downturn. Some approached budget cuts productively; others, less so.

One reason we can't give a
checklist for starting a
partnership in a way that
guarantees success is that

there are sure to be =antidpated problems. Even
good plans are challenged
by unexpected personnel
changes and loss of funds.
When these problems arise
early in the history of the
partnership, they present
major challenges to an
operation. The good navs is
that successfully dealing with
them strengthens the

How Can Negative Effects of Personnel Changes
Be Lessened?
loss of key personnel or participating organizations is likely to have a negatist effect on
partnerships whenever they occur. When they happen before the partnership has
gelled and actMties are under way, they can devastate the enteiprise. Personnel change
can happen for two reasons. First, there may be changes beyond the control of the
partnership, including death, unexpected career opportunities, and economic problems. Second, the partners may mak a mistake and hire individuals who aren't able to
perform. We saw examples of both kinds of problems.

partnership bepnd what

How can partnerships cope wi t b personnel cbanges tbat are beyond their
control? When key personnel least for reasons hewed partners' contml, it can be an
opportunity to cement parmership relations. Such personnel changes are unlikely to
result in lots of blaming among partners so the position shoukl be filled as soon as
possible. The partnership steering committee or board of directors can generate a
process that has the partnership acting in concert Subcommittees should be appointed for each task, with all organizations represented, rather than, for example,
dividing tasks among organizations, with one responsible for recnritment, another fer
screening. In this way, partners will work on a common task and build the relationship

seemed possible.

while simultaneously solving the problem they confront.
We recommend this approach because of the contrasting experience of how two
partnerships dealt with the problem of personnel loss.

One experienced multiple losses through tbe riurtb of tbe
superintendent, who initiated the partnership; the bankruptcy
of tbe key business imolverk and the decision of another
initiator of the partnership, wbo aiw was the university liaison
and project manager, to accept an overseas positkm. In another, the superintendent retired and tbehey steMember who
began the partnership left tojoin him ix a private consulting
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The contrast of how etch partnership dealt with the losses illustrates differences
between successfully addressing problems and failing to do so.

The first partnership, which lost most of its leadership,
maintained the partnership planning committee it had established prior to fortning the partnership. Its stnscture, although
not its membeiship, remained stable. Further, both school
district and university striffmembers were replaced on the
committee. Tbe conunitment to usingpartnership resomves to
serve students remained strong. Replacement of key project
staff, recruitment of new business partners, and subsequent
revision ofpartnership goals were addressed through tbe
committee and in the partner orpnizations. The planning
committee actively recruited new business partners. Issues of
program focus weft resolved by groups of participants, with
school personnel playing a particularly strong role. Although
the vision has shifted, and is more in line with already implemented district adivities, tbe commitment to partnership bas
not changed.
We referred to this project as a "Phoenix " project because it seems to have risen

from ashesalthough in somewhat altered form.

In mama, tbe other partnership was very slow to address
tbe problems. In tbe absence of tbe superintendent, an assistant superintendent was assigned partnership responsibWty.
Sbe did not organize tbe partnership planning committee
because tbe school board was reluctant to move fonvanl until a
new superintendent was hired. Tbe board believed tbe new
superintendent should shape tbe program, which meant Mat be
or sbe should hire a prgect manager. Although tbe partnership
grant was received in September, there was no partnetsbip
activity untilfanuoy. The business represerstalves who bad
committed themselves to the partnetsbip remained supportive,
bsst, when called upon to implement proposed activities, were
reluctant to do so. It seems they lost the vision during the long
lag in action.
Despite the lost year, however, tbe new project director was
able to generate sufficient support to begin activities.
Although it is too early to tell whether the original vision can be retrieved, the
project demonsnates an important facteven problems that seem devastating can be

successfully addressed.
The two examples teadi the following lessons. First, partnerships am weather
their problems if the parmaship remains active. Although both partners faced multiple
problems, the message in one was that the partnership was a viable entity. In the other,
the message was that the partnership was an artn of the school district. LOSS of
business commitment was, therefore, not unexpected. Second, even when there is no
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one with the title of partnership manager (or project director), someone must auend to
nurturing relationships. In the "Phoenix" project, the problems became part of the
conversation among partnership participants. In the other, all issues were postponed
until a future date. Third, the planning group in the first example decided to participate
in some school-based activities already under way. This kept the partnership in the
public eye. In contrast, four months of inactivity hi the second distict allowed potential
participants to forget their commitments, and there was no vehicle for reminding them.
What happens when petsonnel dxmges result from mistakes in &ring? In this
case, the problem is greater than if the person simply moved on. There will be anger
and blaming among partners. Partners should analyze why there was a mistalw: Was
the problem in the job desaiption? In the search procedures? In the interview
process? Swift movement from blaming to analysis is urged, along With involving all
partners in the analysis. The goal is to recommend a procedure that will remedy
problems and ensue success. The procedure should be accepted by all partners and
then implemented
Although our recommendations will lead to a longer timeline for replacing the staff
member, the sacrifice is worthwhile as judged by the success of one OERI partnership.

In it, a staff member responsible for canying out a critical
partnership adi vity presented problems. His obstructionist
attitude and inegularperfonnance led tbe oversight committee
to ask for bis resignation. Althoughpartners recognized ere
deficidties muted by the behavier, they did not agree on bow
to handle tbe situation, partiadarly because the individual bad
been recommended by a partner. Tbe request for bis resignation created some ftiction among pasiners. However, partners
viewed the process ofseanthing for a replacement as an opportunity to relieve some of tbe tensions. Tbey saw tbe search as a
chance to develop a problan-wlving process for the partnership. Parhsers colkboratively decided upon tbe membership of
tbe search committee and the procedures for searching and
screening. Perhaps most importimt, the partner most dosely
allied with the former employee served on tbe committee. The
procedures called for unanimous agreement on tbe replacement. Several postings urn required before the position was
filled by someone all parties could agree upon, but consensus
was considered so important that it outweighed inconvenience
caused by tbe delay. In the process, all partners focused their
arpectations, came to smderstand their differing perspectives,
and developed a model for solving other problems. The position is now filled by someone who is canying out activities to
everyone's satisfaction, arid project objectives are being met.
The lesson from this example is clear Facing a problem is good for the partnership, even if it creates tensions. Tensions addressed directly, within the structure of the
partnership, advance the problem-solving processes and provide opportunities for
opposing viewpoints to be expressed and resolved. hi this case, it probably would have
been more elfident to ignore what seemed to be a minority viewpoint that supported
the taminated employee. Inclusion, however, led to hiring an appropriate person,
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albeit later than anticipated, more important for greater commitment from a oncedisgruntied partner.

How Can Partnerships Survive the Loss of Funds?

Other partnerships eliminated or diminished components without the backlash experienced in the two
cited examples. No successful partnership, however,
eliminated assistance at the
acthity level. With that
exception, the issue was not
so much that activities were
eliminated or reduced, but
how the decision was made.
Partners shouldn't be
allowed to decide unilaterally what to eliminate or
decrease. Rather, the
decision about how to deal
with the decrease in funds is
a collective one.
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Partnerships need funds to operate. The funds can be in the form of donated time or
direct cash payments. The parmerships we studied all received federal funds as well as
cash and/or time from partners. As the federal contribution declined, as planned,
partnerships accommodated the change in both productive and nonproductive ways.
Below we discuss successful ways to address the problem because even nonfederally
funded partnerships are likely to experience fimding problems along the way.
Ins of funds, for whatever reason, means los of activities. Partnerships should
plan activities so some can be moved from the partnership budget to the institutional
budgets. Also, multiple sources of funds should be sought so the loss of one hinder
isn't devastating. If, despite all efforts, funds are lost, there are ways of dealing with the
los. Some of these ways are better than others.
The least productivt way to deal with loss of funds was exemplified by two
projects, both of which eliminated or decreased a set of activities.

hi one MSC, university support for assistance to teachers as
they changed their instructional approaches and incorporated
technology was kssened. In the other, a curriculum development component was eliminate& Botb decisions left schoolbased partidpanL s, mid the partner representhig tient,
mayed. And, tbe decisions bad a negative effect on implementa-

tion.
Technical assistance is important to implementation. Perhaps more important, the
participating teachers had tequested more assistance, and they received less. A sense
of betrayal resukei
The decision to drop the curriculam development component had less effect on
program implementation but also Was made unilaterally. The partner who was
supposed to develop airriculum was not really prepared to do so. The decrease in
fimds provided a reason for eliminating the component, which would have required
more changes within the partner organfration than it was prepared to make. The
school district partner read the elimination as the partnership "doing to" the schools,
but not to other partnets.
Other partnerships eliminated or diminished components without the bacIdash
experienced in the two cited examples. No successful partnership, hourier, eliminated
assastance at the activity level. With that exception, the issue was not so much that
activities were eliminated or reduced, but how the decision was made. Partners
shouldn't be allowed to decide unilaterally what to eliminate or decrease. Rather, the
dedsion about how to deal with the deaease in funds is a collecthe one.
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One partnetsltip, aimed at changing curriculum and
instruction through tbe application of tecbnology, originally
plamsed to implement the approach by adding a gmde kvel
each year and having teachers help teachers. By tbe end of the
first year, tbe teachers requested more assistance. The partrwrship was unabk to fismi more assistance, anti indees4 faced
decreasing tbe amount of assistance that would be made
available. Discassion among the partners led tbem to decide to
slow down tbe development proms. Each teacher coug therefore, receive more assistance as requestai but fewer teathers
would be involved.
Assistance is, of course, an issue, but more important is that the decision was not
unilateral and took the feelings of partners into account
All partnerships confront problems. Particularly in the ea.rly days of partnership
aaivity, some probkms are difficult challenges. How the challenges are dealt with as
the partnership begns sets the tone for future endeavors.
TWO apptoaches to problems characterize successful partnerships. First,
confront problems. Do not avoid them. Second, use the problem-solving process to
create greater undetstanding and trust among partners. Few decisions are unilateral,
and when they are, when solo action is imperative, take care to check out the decision
-with other partners. Identify those most likely to oppose a particular decision and
include them in the process so decisions engender support from all participating
organizations. Fmally, pay attention to both process and content and be willing to
sacrifice "efficiency" for building the partnership.
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Two approaches to problems characterize successful
partnerships. Ffrst, confront

problems. Do not mid
them. Second, use the
problem-solving process to
create greater tmderstanding and trust among
partners.
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SECTION VI
WILL THE EFFORT BE WORTHWHILE?
Successful partnerships advance educational improvement and create
opportunities for participants to grow.
We have argued in this guide that partnerships are not the answer to every
educational problem and concern. Even when they are appropriate, they regire lots
of work. At the start, the effort may seem difficult than the yield, but when developed
effectively, we believe partnerships are a major force for reforming education and
providing participants with opportunities for professional growth.
Partnerships, by linking schools with other organiztions, give students opportunities that they otherwise would not have. For students in school-to-work transition
programs, the chance to shadow a worker or have an internship can make academic
subjects meaningfuL To many people, math is more interesting when applied in a
manufacturing problem than it is in the classroom, and the increased interest results in
greater motivation and learning. When schools are linked with social service agencies
in a partnership, students and their families are able to benefit gmdy. And partnerships that provide resources to transform the classroom so it encourages student
intellectual and social development have had profound effects on both teachers and
students.
The opportunities for professional growth are great, too. We've met teachers who
say, "I can never work the old way again," and business representatives who believe
their participation in partnership activities made them better supervisors. One even
said she'd quit her job if the opportunity to work in schools went away.
Those success stories demonstrate the potential value of partnerships. They also
provide motivation to work through problems. No one can determine whether a
partnership is appropriate for a given setting except those people in the seding. No one
can determine whether the problems are worthwhile except the people who eyedence them.
We end with the following messages:

There is no single partnership structure nor are there particular goals
associated with successful eduaational partnerships, but there are promising examples. Structure and goals must fit the context. Information must
be openly shared to ensure that they do.
Every individual, orwmization, and partnership faces problems and
makes mistakes. The way in which these problems and mistakes are dealt
with is more important than what they are.
Partnerships can enhance educational opportunities for students and
provide teachers and business representatives with the chance to grow. The
challenges are stimulating and the outcomes rewarding.
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The opportunities for
professional growth are
great, too. We've met
teachers who say, "I can
never work the old way
again," and business representatives who believe thdr
participation in partnership
activitits made them better
supervisors. One even said
she'd quit her job if the
opportunity to work in
schools went away.

There is no single partnership structure nor are there
particular goals associated
with successful educational
partnerships. Stnx:ture
and goals must fit the
context. Information must
be openly shared to ensure
that they do.
Every indMdual, organization, and partnership faces
problems and makes
mistakes. The way in which
these problems and mistakes are dealt with is
more important than
what they are
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Appendix
Educational Partnerships Program Directory
Mike Gumbleton
Project A.V.A. IL.
Anchorage School District
425 C Street
Anchorage, AK 99501
(907) 276-2557
FAX 258-0527

Victor Rubin
Partnerships for Educational Excellence in the
Oakland Public Schools
University of California at Berkeley
Forum c/o IURD
316 Wurster Hall
Berkeley, CA 94720
(510) 643-9103
FAX 642-0908
Lynne Vaughan
Project C.H.A.M.P.S.
Napa Vagey Unified School District
2524 Jefferson Street
Napa, CA 94558
(707) 253-3506
FAX 253-3855

Dave Bain Is/Alan Weisberg
Pasadena Graphic Arts Academy Expansion and
Demonstration Project
Pasadena Unified School District
351 South Hudson Avenue
Pasadena, CA 91109
(818) 568-4517; (916) 265-5671
FAX (818) 795-1191; (916) 265-3271

Deborah Alvarez-Rodriguez
Center for Collaborative Change
1351 42nd Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94122
(415) 681-0142
FAX 564-8016

Laurel Adler
Los Angeles Area Business/Education Partnership
Cooperative
East San Gabriel Valley Regional Occupational
Program
1024 West Workman Avenue
West Covina, CA 91790
(818) 960-3625
FAX 814-8910

James Hubbard
The Visiting Scientists Program
Colorado Alliance for Science
University of Colorado
Campus Box 456
Boulder, CO 80309-0456
(303) 492-6392
FAX 492-5105
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Michael A. Gallo
Improving Academic Instruction Through
Comprehensive Collaboration
Florida Institute of Technology
150 West University Boulevard
Melbourne, FL 32901
(407) 768-8000 ext. 7551
FAX 984-8461

Pete Kreis
Taylor Compact Partnership
Florida Department of Education
Office of Business & Citizen Partnerships
126 Florida Education Center
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0400
(904) 488-8385
FAX 487-1889

Jerri Morris Brooks
Corporate Coaches for Career Development
Georgia Business Forum, Inc.
84 Peachtree Street NW - Suite 404
Atlanta, GA 30303
(404) 659-7635
FAX 659-9998

Linda Griffith
Math/Science/Technology Network
Jefferson County Public Schools
P.O. Box 34020
Louisville, KY 40232-4020
(502) 473-3000
FAX 473-3634

Madha Redding
Masterminding: Partners in Learning and Using
Mathematics and Science
Boston Partners in Education, Inc.
145 South Street
Boston, MA 02111
(617) 451-6145
FAX 695-9844
Barbara Duffy
MY TURN, Inc.
(Massachuesettes Youth Teenage Unemployment
Reduction Network)
43 Crescent Street
Brockton, MA 02401
(508) 580-7543
FAX 588-1129

John Austin
Teaming for Excellence
BOC Flint Automotive Division
902 East Hamilton
Flint, MI 48550-1890
(313) 236-9316
FAX 236-9925
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David Doherty
Tune in Math and Science (TIMS)
GMI Engineering and Management Institute
1700 W. Third Avenue
Flint, MI 48504-4898
(313) 762-9869
FAX 762-9755

Linda McKay
Personal Responsibility Education Program (PREP)
The Network of Educational Development
13157 Olive Spur Rd.
St. Louis, MO 63141
(314) 576-3535 ext. 130
FAX 576-4996
Randy Sehmailzi
Omaha Job Clearinghouse: A School to Work
Transition Program for Forgotten Hall Youth
Metropolitan Community College
College Support Services
P.O. Box 3777
Omaha, NE 68103-0777
(402) 449-8418
FAX 449-8334

Howard Kimmel
A Partnership for Science and Math Learning in
Urban Middle Schools
New Jersey Institute for Technology
323 Martin Luther King Blvd.
Newark, NJ 07102
(201) 596-3574
FAX 642-1847

Toni L. Martorelli
Albuquerque Educational Partnership Program
Albuquerque Public Schools
725 University Blvd., SE
Albuquerque, NM 87106
(505) 842-4696
FAX 842-4595

Joan Badolomeo
Brooklyn School/Business Alliance Project
Brooklyn Economic Corp.
30 Flatbush Avenue, 4th Floor
Brooklyn, NY 11217-1197
(718) 522-4600
FAX 797-9286

Heidi Ludwig
The Interactive Learning Environment Project
NYC Board of Education
Community School District #18
755 East 100th Street
Brooklyn, NY 11236
(713) 927-5100
FAX 927-5106
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Beverly Shaklee
Cooperative Alliance for Gifted Education
Kent State University
404 White Hall
Kent, OH 44242
(216) 672-2580
FAX 672-3407

Susan Till
Success 2000: An Educational Partnership for
Restructuring Schools to Educate, Motivate and
Train a Future Workforce
Orangeburg County School District #5
578 Ellis Avenue
Orangeburg, SC 29115
(803) 533-7964
FAX 533-7940
Josephine Hartman
Educational Partnership Program
Meade 46-1 School District
1230 Douglas Street
Sturgis, SD 57785
(605) 347-6544
FAX 347-0005
Gordon Plishker
Education for Tomorrow Alliance
Institute for Innovative Collaborative Programs
P.O. Box 2448
Sam Houston State University
Huntsville, TX 77341
(409) 294-3692
FAX 294-3622

Richard TulikangesNiinton Goodrich
Vermont Educational Partnerships Project
Vermont State Department of Education
120 State Street

Montpelier, VT 05602
(802) 828-2756; 223-0603
FAX 828-3140; 229-4581
Maryanne Roesch
Education for the 21st Century
George Mason University
Walnut Hill Center
7423 Camp Alger Avenue
Falls Church, VA 22042
(703) 698-0400
FAX 280-1348

Jimmy Chancey
Commitment to Quality
Virginia Department of Education
Regional Services, alth Floor
P.O. Box 6-0
Richmond, VA 23216-2060
(804) 225-2707
FAX 225-2831
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Frances Lorenz
The Team Tutoring Project
Citizens Education Center
310 1st Avenue South #330
Seattle, WA 98104
(206) 624-9955
FAX 621-7030

Evaluation and Documentation Contractor
Naida C. Tushnet, Project Director
Director, Center for Policy and Evaluation
Southwest Regional Laboratory (SWRL)
4665 Lampson Avenue
Los Alamitos, CA 90720
(310) 598-7661
FAX 985-9635

Jacqueline P. Danzbeier, Subcontract Director
Director, Governance Programs
The Institute for Educational Leadership (IEL)
1001 Connecticut Avenue NW
Washington, DC 20036
(202) 822-8405
FAX 872-4050

EDUCATIONAL PARTNERSHIPS PROGRAM

Susan Gruskin, Coordinator
U.S. Department of Education
Office of Educational Research and Improvement (OERI)
555 New Jersey Avenue NW
Washington, DC 20208-5644
(202) 219-2116
FAX 219-2106
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